A density functional theory (DFT) that accounts for van der Waals (vdW) interactions in condensed matter, materials physics, chemistry, and biology is reviewed. The insights that led to the construction of the Rutgers-Chalmers van der Waals Density Functional (vdW-DF) are presented with the aim of giving a historical perspective, while also emphasising more recent efforts which have sought to improve its accuracy. In addition to technical details, we discuss a range of recent applications that illustrate the necessity of including dispersion interactions in DFT. This review highlights the value of the vdW-DF method as a general-purpose method, not only for dispersion bound systems, but also in densely packed systems where these types of interactions are traditionally thought to be negligible.
The field of van der Waals (vdW) interactions has grown enormously since its infancy [1] . This is particularly true when considering how such forces can be included within electronic structure methods. As such it is not possible to cover the entire field in a single review paper. This review focuses on the history, development and application of one specific approach for including dispersion interactions within the framework of density functional theory; the van der Waals density functional arXiv:1412.6827v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 21 Dec 2014 (vdW-DF). For reviews on other methods and approaches we direct the reader to references [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Identified in 1873, there is a force that today attracts more interest than ever. It was first introduced in a doctoral thesis by Johannes Diderik van der Waals "on the continuity of the gaseous and liquid state" at Leiden University [11] . The existence of the van der Waals (vdW) force [12] is today well established. It is present everywhere, but its variation from one environment to another and its complex manifestations still pose challenging questions nearly one hundred years after van der Waals was awarded the Nobel Prize in physics. These questions are relevant for such varied systems as soft matter, surfaces, and DNA, and in phenomena as different as supramolecular binding, surface reactions, and the dynamic properties of water. Long-standing observations together with a flow of improved experiments challenge existing theories, and a general theoretical framework that can describe small molecules as well as extended systems is needed.
The vdW interaction is a true quantum phenomenon [13, 14] . Asymptotic models and interpretations, such as those setting the interactions of point particles with separation R and molecules at a distance z outside a surface as R −6 [13, 15] and z −3 [16] , respectively, and the fact that the multitude of such power laws for this microscopic force [17] depends on the microscopic shapes, were given early. Today's challenges might concern more subtle observations, such as detailed analyses of diffractive scattering of H 2 and D 2 off single-crystal surfaces or the properties of DNA and liquid water.
In physical-chemistry terminology the term vdW includes the following forces between molecules: (i) two permanent dipoles (Keesom force), (ii) a permanent dipole and a corresponding induced dipole (Debye force), and (iii) two instantaneously induced dipoles (London dispersion force) [13, 15] . In the condensed-matter community, typically just the latter, which has a nonclassical origin, is referred to as the vdW force.
A proper theory for atoms and molecules should account for all forces at play, including covalent bonds, hydrogen bonds, and electrostatic interactions, because they are all relevant in typical materials and systems. Density functional theory (DFT) [18] [19] [20] [21] is such a general framework for bonding and structure. vdW interactions emanate from dynamic electron correlations, causing a net attraction between fragments of electrons in many-electron systems. Like all non-relativistic electronic effects, the vdW interactions are present in the exact DFT functional [1] . Proper inclusion of vdW interactions in DFT calculations requires that the total energy functional depends on the electron density n(r) in a manner that reflects both the long-ranged and mediumranged nature of vdW interactions. The usual implementation of DFT involves the solution of the KohnSham equations [19] , which are one-electron Schrödinger equations in the presence of an effective one-electron selfconsistent potential V eff (r). This potential is the sum of the Coulomb potential from the density n(r), the external potential-typically the Coulomb potential of the cores-and the functional derivative of the exchangecorrelation density (xc) functional E xc [n(r)], which describes many-particle effects. The latter is universal and can in principle be derived from a diagrammatic expansion in many-body perturbation theory. This functional is often evaluated in the local-density approximation (LDA) [19, 20, [22] [23] [24] or extensions thereof, such as the generalised-gradient approximation (GGA) [25] [26] [27] . With the LDA and GGA, DFT is successful in a broad range of applications [20, 21] .
From a technology perspective, the significance of LDA, e.g. for semiconductor physics and thus the development of electronics, cannot be overestimated [28] . The timing of the Nobel Prize for DFT to Kohn closely followed that of its breakthrough in chemistry-a breakthrough that is linked to its ability in the GGA [25] [26] [27] to accurately describe covalent bonds.
Until the start of this century, the route to extend the DFT approximations to long-range forces has at best been a vision. By construction, LDA and GGA neglect the long-range, nonlocal correlations that give rise to the vdW forces. There are still many papers with claims like "vdW accounted for by LDA." Such statements are wrong from a formal perspective and it is easy to give counterexamples in applications [29, 30] .
Being a correlation effect, vdW interactions are included in E xc [n(r)] [1] . In practice, however, approximate forms of E xc have to be found. Studies of interacting inert atoms, molecules, and surfaces, with analysis of the polarisabilities of the participating species [31, 32] , give the well-known asymptotic R −6 form of London for atomic and molecular dimers [13, 15, 33, 34] , the Lennard-Jones z −3 law for a neutral molecule on a surface [16] , and the d −2 interaction law [35, 36] for pairs of solids. There are also studies [37] [38] [39] showing that the frequency-dependent polarisabilities, to a good approximation, can be described by a one-pole formula, with one frequency characterising each atom or molecule. Studies like these can be helpful in the search for an approximate E xc that includes vdW forces. In the literature, an extensive knowledge of density fluctuations in general [40] and the role of plasmons in particular [37] [38] [39] has been developed. An important tool in this context is the "adiabatic connection formula," which connects E xc and the density-density correlation function [24, 41, 42] .
The field of vdW interactions in DFT was practically absent before around 1990, but picked up at the end of the previous century, grew immensely during the first decade of the present one, and increased exponentially thereafter. Overall, there are now several kinds of approaches to the theme "Use investments in traditional DFT and add an account for vdW interactions." Several of these are based on calculating atom-based pair potentials [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] , some of those also with the inclusion of advanced screening mechanisms [50] [51] [52] [53] . This review emphasises one orthodox, that is, a first-principles DFT treatment [29, [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] of the long-to-medium-ranged forces between fragments across regions with low densities, the Rutgers-Chalmers vdW-DF method which includes van der Waals forces by using a nonlocal exchangecorrelation functional. Inspired by this functional, there are also other nonlocal density functionals such as those proposed by Vydrov and Van Voorhis [64, 65] .
There are already several review papers on vdW interactions in electron systems. In addition to our own 2005 [61] and 2009 reviews [66] , we can list the reviews [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and perspective papers [9, 10] . Considering the significant impact of the Rutgers-Chalmers vdW-DF on the field, we believe a review article that thoroughly covers this method-from its prehistory to the successive developments from the early 90s [1] and the broader activity in the long-standing Rutgers-Chalmers collaboration and the current status of vdW-DF-is in order. Together with David C. Langreth [67] , the authors of this review have worked within this collaboration. Other methods, particularly those closely related to vdW-DF, will be discussed as well. However the aim of this discussion is to put the development in context and to highlight the nature of vdW-DF. For a more complete review of the other methods, we recommend that the reader consults other review articles on the topic [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
In the beginning of the program to include vdW forces in DFT, contact was established with earlier developments. Initial attempts were made with the nonlocal average density approximation (ADA) and weighted density approximation (WDA) density functionals [68] , unfortunately with limited success. Next, asymptotic functionals were derived for atomic and molecular dimers [44, 53, 69, 70] in part by modifying a RapcewiczAshcroft [43] concept. Similar functionals were also developed for free molecules, molecules outside of a surface [52] , and for two parallel surfaces [52, 71, 72] . The 90s involved development of conceptual ideas, implementations, and adaptation of existing codes, new codes, and exchange functionals.
The new century began with the development of two complete vdW functionals, first in a two-dimensional configuration [29, 54] and then in a general geometry [56, 59, 63, 73] . There are applications involving the interactions of atoms [44, 59, 62, 70] , molecules [70] , solids [59, 62, [74] [75] [76] , molecular solids [77] [78] [79] [80] , surfaces [81, 82] , adsorption [81] [82] [83] [84] , graphene [55, 59, 61, 63, 74, 76, 79, 81, [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] , metals [90, 91] , oxides [75, 92, 93] , polymers [94] [95] [96] , nanosystems [77, 87, 95, 97, 98] , adsorbate interactions [98] [99] [100] [101] , clusters [102] , DNA [103] [104] [105] , nanotubes [77] , the carbon nanotube (CNT) morphology [95, 97, 99] , water [106] , and the list goes on.
The objective of vdW-DF is to provide within DFT an efficient method for calculations of vdW effects in all kinds of electron systems based on many-body physics and general physical laws. In this regard, the vdW-DF method differs from methods that use empirical, semi-empirical, and ad hoc assumptions for such calculations. By semi-empirical, one typically refers to methods that rely on optimization to reference systems for which data from accurate, computationally expensive methods are available. So far, we have published general nonlocal functionals in 2004 (vdW-DF; also referred to as vdW-DF1 [59] ) and in 2010 (vdW-DF2 [63] ). Based on physical principles, we have also developed progressively more consistent exchange functionals (i.e. vdW-DF-C09 (2010) [107] and vdW-DF-cx (2014) [108, 109] ) to complement the vdW-DF1 nonlocal correlation. Together these works demonstrate that the vdW-DF method [56, 57, 59, 61-63, 73, 108-110] provides a good framework for developing successively improved functionals.
II. THE BEGINNINGS
Sparse matter has strong local bonds, as well as vdW bonds, and other weak bonds. A proper description must include all. Numerous treatises ( [21] is a recent one) have been devoted to the chemical or valence bond. Thus it is fair to focus on just the vdW bond here, keeping in mind the whole set of bonds present. There are many different configurations where vdW forces act between atoms or fragments of electron densities separated by empty space. Extreme voids are provided by gas-solid interfaces, which lead us to a discussion of the early surface-physics work important for functional development, with contributions from the Ashcroft group, Langreth & Vosko, and others.
A. Surface-physics background and experimental aspects
A typical introduction to vdW forces starts with molecule-molecule interactions. To reach the vdW-DF functional we choose a condensed-matter and surface physics perspective, as our background is in these fields.
Surface potentials can be obtained by bombarding atoms or molecules against surfaces and studying the scattering. In the early days, studies on metals were lagging behind those on, for instance, ionic crystals. On metal single crystals, diffraction spots are much weaker. This reflects the much weaker corrugation of close-packed metal surfaces [111] than of, e.g., an ionic crystal, like LiF(100) [112] . In the 70s, experimental techniques improved, and metal surfaces started to drive the development [111] . On the theory side, jellium and smooth surfaces were studied.
In the early 90s, the stage for describing the physisorption on metal surfaces using the jellium model was set by the Zaremba-Kohn (ZK) theory [113, 114] . The ZK theory provides key concepts, such as repulsive walls, vdW attraction, induced surface charges, and dynamic image or vdW planes. It also provides a semi-quantitative framework for analysing accurate experimental results. This is the "traditional picture" of physisorption, where the interaction potential V (z) between a metal surface and an inert adparticle at a separation z apart is approximated by a superposition [16, 17, 114, 115] ,
The short-range Pauli repulsion, V R (z), is due to the overlap between orbital tails of the metal conduction electrons and the closed-shell electrons of the adparticle. In the Lennard-Jones potential [16] it was expressed either as R −12 or an exponential, as in
where the constants V RO and α determine the strength and the range of the repulsive potential. There are schemes to calculate V R (z) from the shifts of the oneelectron energies of the metal induced by the adparticle, for instance calculated with perturbation theory, where the adparticle can be described with pseudopotentials and the metal surface in a jellium model. As the local density of metal-electron states decays exponentially away from the surface, the exponential form of the repulsive wall (2) follows. The long-range vdW attraction, V vdW (z), arises from adsorbate-substrate electron correlations. A common approximate form is
where z vdW is the dynamic image-plane location [113] . The magnitude of the asymptote C vdW and the position of the vdW plane z vdW depend on the dielectric properties of the metal substrate and the polarisability of the adsorbate [113, 116] . The function f (x) saturates the vdW term at atomic-scale separations. In some accounts it has the form f (x) = 1 − (1 + x + x 2 /2) exp(−x). This saturation lacks a rigorous prescription, which leaves a level of arbitrariness for V vdW (z). These empirical saturation functions, like those in [17, 115, 117, 118] , resemble the damping functions used in semi-empirical DFT descriptions of dispersive interactions [49] .
The development of experimental techniques often makes once canonised theoretical results appear insufficient. An example is gas-surface scattering, in particular diffractive scattering in the elastic backscattering mode which can exhibit resonance structures. For instance, beams of light molecules scattered off singlecrystal Cu surfaces can be used to deduce physisorption potentials. An example is the physisorption-well depth of 30.9 meV, determined from scattering of H 2 and D 2 molecules off the Cu(111) surface [117, 118] . This is substantially larger than the ZK value of around 22 meV [117, 118] .
Inert atoms and molecules undergo no significant change in their electronic configurations when they physisorb. Even in metallic physisorption, the coupling to electronic excitations is weak, which makes the adsorption essentially electronically adiabatic [119] . The energy transfer occurs through the phonons of the solid lattice [120] .
FIG. 1. Physisorption interaction potentials for H2 (D2) on
Cu(111) (circles), Cu(100) (squares) and Cu(110) (triangles) [117] . V0(z), V1(z) and V2(z) are the laterally averaged physisorption potential, the corrugation potential, and the laterally averaged min-to-max variation of the rotational anisotropy V2 potential functions, respectively. The position z of the molecular centre of mass is given with respect to the classical turning point zt at i = 0. Reprinted with permission from [117] , c 2008 American Physical Society.
The internal molecular degrees of freedom add further details to the particle-surface interaction. Contact between theory and experiment can be established when the potential energy surface governing the gas-surface collision process is known. For well-defined impact conditions, molecular-beam-scattering experiments can provide such information and also data on energy transfer and sticking probabilities [17] .
The benchmark provided by resonant elastic backscattering of light molecules, like H 2 on Cu single-crystal surfaces, is extraordinary. The data provide (i) quantummechanical energy eigenvalues, i , for H 2 in the potential energy well, which are directly tied to measured intensities, (ii) the laterally averaged physisorption potential V 0 , which is derived from measured data, (iii) the corrugation V 1 , also derived from measured data, and (iv) the laterally averaged min-to-max variation of the rotational anisotropy V 2 [17] . Figure 1 shows the potential energy curves for H 2 on Cu(111), (100) , and (110), deduced from resonant elastic backscattering experiments. These potential wells can trap H 2 [17, 117, 118] . The traditional theoretical picture of the interaction between an inert adsorbate and a metal surface [114, 115, 121] is used to deduce the potential energy curves based on the experimental energy-level values. The resulting physisorption potentials based on (1) and (3) provide a good fit. The curves in figure 1 have potential-well depths of 29.5, 31.4, and 32.3 meV and a potential minimum located at 3.50Å outside the topmost layer of copper ion cores on Cu(111), (100) , and (110), respectively [17, 117, 118] .
The physisorption potential V (z) (1) depends on the details of the surface electron structure, via both the electron spill out (V R ) and the centroid of fluctuations of exponentially decaying surface charges (V vdW ). For a given adparticle, this results in a crystal-face dependence of V (z) [122] . From the ZK theory one gets no strong hints about the dependence on n(r), needed in DFT. However, the weak dependence of the diffraction of, e.g., the He atom on metal surfaces was observed early [111] . It is explained in terms of a simple link between the scattering potential and the electron-density profile. This gives a hint for approximate DFT: The He-surface interaction energy E He (r) can be reasonably well expressed as [123] E He (r) E hom He
where E hom He (n) is the energy change on embedding a free He atom in a homogeneous electron gas of density n. In this case, n o (r) is the host electron density. On closepacked metal surfaces the electron distribution n o (r) is smeared out along the surface [124] , resulting in weak corrugation. The crude proposal (4) might be viewed as the precursor to the effective-medium theory [125] . Figure 2 shows the calculated density profiles for the Cu(111), (100) , and (110) surfaces, using density functional theory. It illustrates the point that the corrugations on these facets are small, but increasing when going from (111) to (100) to (110) . For the scattering experiment the density contours far away from the surface, in the tails of the wavefunctions, are particularly important.
The kinematical condition for a diffraction resonance involving a surface reciprocal lattice vector G is
where n is the bound-state energy, m p the particle mass, and i and K i the energy and wavevector component parallel to the surface of the incident beam. When the resonance condition (5) is fulfilled, weak periodic lateral corrugations greatly affect diffracted beam intensities. The resonances are usually observed as narrow features in the spectra of the diffracted beam intensities. This sharpness allows a number of levels to be uniquely determined. A single accurate gas-surface potential curve can then be constructed according to the Rydberg-Klein-Rees method of molecular physics [126] . Detailed mapping of the bound level spectrum and the gas-surface interaction potential by resonance scattering measurements has only been performed for hydrogen [117, 122, [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] . Having two isotopes, H 2 and D 2 , with significantly different masses available as well as the different rotational populations of para-H 2 , ortho-D 2 , and the normal species, is extremely useful in data analysis.
B. Surface physics and theoretical aspects
To describe the excitation spectrum of electrons in the framework of noninteracting particles, Bohr and collaborators already realised [37] that a simple assumption one can make is to associate each point in the atom with a single frequency, which is a function only of the local density-a model used in particular by Lindhard and Schaff [132] . In the simplest version, one chooses the frequency equal to the classical plasma frequency
The choice of this resonance frequency is equivalent to assuming that the local response to the field is the same as that of a uniform electron gas of a density equal to the local density n(r). For atoms, this type of approximation has been used to calculate the response function for external electrical fields with long wavelengths [133] . For metals there are famous publications that rely on this model [37, 38] . The extensive experience in studying density fluctuations by this Copenhagen school [37, 38, 132] has influenced our thinking, in particular bringing attention to the role of plasmons [37, 38] . We call this "the plasmon description." It is common not only for atoms, metals, and stopping power, but also for models such as the "Swedish Electron Gas" [134] , and for the modelling of plasmonics, plasmaronics [135, 136] , and transition metals. There is thus a rich variety of physical systems that have nurtured the conceptual development behind the vdW-DF method. Many of these appeal to the density of electrons n(r), but, like for the GGA, results that depend on the gradient of the density are of key interest. Results for inhomogeneous electron systems in general, and surfaces in particular, come into focus.
Surfaces are thus important for the development of electron-structure theory. The first descriptions of interacting electrons in condensed matter were made for the homogeneous electron gas. The many-body aspects of this model system of charged fermions were relatively successfully treated with diagrams, which emerge in perturbation theory to infinite order or with a corresponding quantum-field theory. Going beyond the homogeneous electron gas, a functional that performs well on surfaces is likely to be useful even for other classes of systems.
To account for vdW forces by DFT one considers how charge density fluctuations that are basically dynamic in nature can be accounted for with a static quantity like the density n(r). This problem together with the nature and form of the vdW interaction in DFT are treated in three many-body articles from the late 80s [43, 137, 138] .
vdW bonds emanate from nonlocal electron correlations. This is illustrated in early dipole-model descriptions of the interactions in noble-gas crystals [139, 140] . The electrodynamical coupling between the atomic dipoles gives a shift in the dipolar oscillator frequencies, and the sum of all these shifts gives the vdW binding energy [139, 140] . (111), (100), and (110) surfaces calculated with the vdW-DF2 functional [63] . The density contours take values in a nonlinear fashion. Reprinted with permission from [91] , c 2012 Institute of Physics.
C. Work of the Ashcroft group and Langreth & Vosko
A particular type of dipolar oscillations are present in noble metals. The question of effective interatomic potentials in noble metals arising from quantum fluctuations in the atom-centred d electrons can be addressed with diagrammatic perturbation theory [137] . With a philosophy of incorporating the many-body interaction between the core states from the outset, many of the cohesive properties of noble metals are found to be directly linked to fluctuation effects. Maggs and Ashcroft (MA) [137] identified large contributions to the potentials that originate in certain diagrams for the homogeneous electron gas, which had been overlooked in the linear response of homogeneous systems. These are the ones with the screened Coulomb interaction between ions and they lead to the possibility of recovering vdW forces in nonlocal functional theories of the electron gas. The class of diagrams corresponding to vdW interactions between the core electrons are screened by the intervening electron gas. This screening is given by the frequency-dependent dielectric function for the homogeneous electron gas. The core density-density response function ("vertices") depends on the frequency-dependent core polarisability. To a good approximation the internal lines can be replaced with a simplified expression involving the plasma frequency (6) and wavevector q, as follows
The simplest model assumes the core fluctuations to be dominated by a single excited-state frequency, ∆, which makes the integrals over frequency straightforward, giving an approximate formula for the screened vdW interaction energy for a pair of atoms separated by r in a polarisable metal [137] ,
This result relates to DFT via the Hohenberg-KohnSham [18, 19] energy-response kernel K xc (q), a key property in the description of responses in electron systems. In a dense homogeneous electron gas it is defined by
where n q is the electron-gas density in planewave representation. The kernel defines the static dielectric function (q) of the electron gas,
(11) Figure 3 shows diagrams corresponding to corrections to the free-electron response function χ 0 (q). The approximation K xc = 0 is the random-phase approximation (RPA) and corresponds to disregarding these higherorder diagrams. The q = 0 component corresponds to the LDA. The expansion
defines the dimensionless quantity Z(q). Here
where, to sufficient accuracy [138] ,
For q → 0, diagrammatic perturbation theory has given important results to leading order in r s (n): Z(0) is a number independent of e 2 [141] ; the value is Z(0) = 1.98 − 7/9. There are two types of contributions:
For finite q, it has been shown that the exchange part Z x (q) remains close to its zero-q value of −7/9 [138] . For small q, the correlation part is given by to within 1% for Q up to about 1, where
These results are relevant for density functional theory [138] , providing input to the Langreth-Mehl functional [25] as well as indicating ways to improve it. They also provide the leading-order correction to the static Lindhard screening function [38] .
Rapcewicz and Ashcroft (RA) [43] considered the coupling between fluctuations giving rise to an attractive interaction. This interaction originates in the lowest-order fluctuation term of the interacting electron gas. The corresponding diagram is similar to that of figure 3, but the two three-point functions are connected by two internal screened Coulomb lines [138] .
Seeking a DFT account of vdW forces, one has to face the fact that vdW forces are linked to density fluctuations, while DFT is linked to densities. RA exploit the analogy between the correlation hole and the electron charge localised around nuclei in condensed atomic systems [43] to connect vdW forces arising from the fluctuations in the electron liquid to the electron density n(r). Clearly, such a reformulation is helpful for designing nonlocal correlation functionals in DFT.
RA raise "the question of vdW interactions from fluctuations in an otherwise static response charge" in the same way as it had been done for the atomic case. From the standard argument for the atomic case [142] together with dimensional analysis [137] , Maggs and Ashcroft [137] expected an attractive pair interaction of the form
The work of RA illustrates that a plasmon picture can be used to formulate a theory of vdW forces in an electronic liquid. Thus we can benefit from decades of experience with LDA and GGA, which can also be formulated in terms of plasmons.
III. ASYMPTOTIC FUNCTIONALS
Traditionally, the asymptotic form at large separations has attracted the most interest. The first attempts by us and others to capture vdW behaviour in approximate forms of E xc [n(r)] also concerned asymptotic functionals describing the interaction between widely separated fragments of electrons. Both local and semilocal approximations (GGAs) have the wrong asymptotic dependences on separation. To retain the vdW interactions in approximate DFT methods, there are, however, several previous ideas and results for approximate nonlocal functionals, and even for local or semilocal approximations to benefit from.
Several not so successful attempts were first made. One started from the so-called weighted-density approximation [68] . With the Gunnarsson-Jones expression for the xc hole [143] , the leading term for two widely separated neutral objects becomes −C 5 R −5 , whereas for a neutral point-like object outside a metal surface it goes like −C 2 z −2 [1] . In addition, the C-coefficients take unphysically high values.
A dipole-dipole type of weighted-density approximation for E xc has also been attempted. It appeared to be able to retain the image potential (−1/4z) but failed to the connect long-(i.e. −R −6 ) and short-range parts [1] .
A. The functional of Rapciewicz and Ashcroft
The attention of vdW-DF developers then turned to the RA work [43] . In their study of the fluctuation attraction in condensed matter, the lowest-order fluctuation term corresponds to a diagram with two three-point functions, connected by two internal screened Coulomb lines-see figure 3 (c). The lowest order fluctuation term shown in figure 3 leads to a static vdW attraction between electrons [13, 33] . Its physical significance is greater than its formal order in perturbation theory might imply, which is related to the dynamical screening. The effective interaction between electrons at r 1 and r 2 is [1, 43]
Here, the dielectric function is given by the plasmonpole approximation for a homogeneous electron gas with an effective density given by the geometrical mean of the densities
of the two fragments, so that the effective plasma frequency becomes
An approximate formula for the screened vdW interaction energy for a pair of atoms separated by r in a polarisable metal is given by (8) . However, to get a density functional that is valid in both the uniform gas and separated atom limit [44] we must have a form that is viable and physically motivated in both limits, as seen in section B.
B. Improvement by Andersson, Langreth, and Lundqvist
It is desirable that the approximate density functional is valid, viable, and physically motivated in both the uniform-gas and separated-atoms limits. Such a situation arises when we consider an effective density in the kernel K xc defined by the expression for the exchangecorrelation energy of a slightly nonuniform system [44] :
as given by the real-space representation of (9) . The interaction between two small but distant charge perturbations in a uniform electron gas is described through the limiting behaviour of this linear response kernel K xc [1] . This has implications for the effective plasmon frequency ω p in equation (20) . In the formulation by Andersson, Langreth, and Lundqvist (ALL) [44] , the effective density is
and the total fragment density is used instead of δn in the isolated fragment limit, following [25, 43, 144] . This gives an effective long-range interaction of the form
which differs from the RA expression (18) . This has the same form as the London expression for the vdW interaction between two atoms A and B at separation R, for the case where only one excitation frequency ω A/B is considered for each atom [12, 13] , (26) and (28), plotted against corresponding values from first-principles calculations. Reprinted with permission from [44] , c 1996 American Physical Society.
The long-range interaction is related to the electric susceptibility χ i (ω) or polarisation response of a uniform electron gas at density n(r) to an external electrical field
For two atoms, widely separated by a distance R, (25) gives E l−r xc = −C 6 R −6 , with the standard expression for C 6 in terms of the atomic polarisabilities α i (ω) [12, 145] .
The ALL theory is crude. Like RA, it contains a cutoff, specifying the spatial regions where the response to an electric field is defined to be zero. Results can be overly sensitive to the specific cutoff. Nevertheless, results based on ALL compare well with those of firstprinciples calculations, over wide classes of atoms and molecules [70, 146] (figure 4).
ALL also provides one of the foundations for the more general vdW-DF, which was developed nearly a decade later. It shows that a functional that is quadratic in the density works [44] . Once the interaction at large distance was understood, it took a decade before we could grasp the small-separation limit (see chapter VI).
The ALL functional has had multiple applications, sometimes with the addition of empirical damping functions, which will be discussed in the next chapter. In a parallel and independent study, Dobson and Dinte [147] focused on constraint satisfaction in local and gradient susceptibility approximations in the development of a vdW density functional. They show how charge conservation and reciprocity, that is χ(r, r , iu; λ) = χ(r , r, −iu; λ), can be built into local density or gradient approximations for density-density response functions (susceptibilities). Applying these ideas, they were able to derive a variant of the RA formula for the vdW interaction.
To describe vdW forces, an approach is introduced [148] that (i) simplifies the problem of achieving hole normalisation, that is ensuring that the xc hole contains one charge unit [24] , and (ii) facilitates the derivation of vdW functionals. This expression for the vdW interaction between nonoverlapping electronic systems is similar but not identical to the RA one [43] . In the denominator the geometric mean (ω 1 ω 2 ) 1/2 has been replaced by an arithmetic mean giving a kernel form similar to equation 23. This makes the result less sensitive to a low-density cutoff. This choice was motivated partly by the desire to reduce the noise sensitivity compared to RA. A cutoff, for example, like that in RA, would certainly still be appropriate, because the uniform-gas-based approximation seriously overestimates the response in the outer tails of the electronic density.
The essential point, though, is that a formula for vdW asymptotic interactions has been derived by a simple local-density approach, which embodies suitable constraints. The satisfaction of charge conservation is essential, because without it equation (25) would represent the second-order Coulomb interaction between spurious nonzero charges, and would not give the correct r −6 12 interaction.
D. Self-consistency and the inclusion of corrections
The ALL functional [44] calculates the frequencydependent molecular polarisability as a perturbation in the screened electric field,
It thus uses a local-density screening account, that is a local approximation for the appropriate response functions [52] . This would be wrong for macroscopic objects, but gives surprisingly good results for atoms and molecules [44, 70] . In [52] , a procedure for describing the interactions of a molecule with a surface which relies on a better account of the electrodynamics is developed. It starts from Maxwell's equations and the standard electrodynamic treatment of the electric field and the displacement vector. The factorisation of the electron density proposed in ALL (26) is equivalent to assuming a local-density response to the external electric field. In the improved procedure, to get the atomic polarisability α(iu) and similar quantities, one uses a local relationship between the polarisation P(r, ω) and the total electric field E(r, ω),
and solves the Poisson equation ∇ · D(r, ω) = ∇ · [ (r, ω)E(r, ω)] = 0 in the presence of an external electric field E ext (r, ω). In this evaluation a diagonal dielectric tensor is used:
with the standard dielectric form
Applications to polarisabilities and charge centroids show that these successfully describe the asymptotic physisorption of He, Be, and H 2 on jellium and of H 2 on the low-indexed faces of Al [52] . Comparison is also made with results from time-dependent LDA calculations [116] and experiment [149] . Calculated trends in the vdW coefficient and the vdW reference-plane position z ref [150] signal that this reference plane depends strongly on the crystal facet. There are also applications to interactions between macroscopic bodies, in particular between two parallel surfaces [71] .
With the overall goal of a general functional, the treatments of the electrodynamics need unification. A method with a proper electrodynamical account for all kinds of geometries has also been developed [53] . This development unifies several earlier treatments [44, 52, 71] used for the cases of molecular pairs, a molecule outside a surface, and parallel surfaces, respectively.
It can be noted that in the long-range limit the fully electrodynamical account performs quite well, even for the buckyball C 60 , where standard ALL has some problems [70] . Furthermore, recent studies have been concerned with properly describing the C 60 polarisation [151, 152] . However, this was done quite well even with the fully electrodynamical account of ALL [70] . The calculated polarisabilities and vdW coefficients are in good agreement with results in the literature. This makes it possible to easily calculate these quantities for complex systems with useful accuracy [53] . Finally, we note that the approximation in ALL turns out to be in good agreement with the self-consistent account for typical molecular geometries. This was an important clue in the development of the van der Waals density functional for general geometries described in chapter VI.
IV. OTHER METHODS FOR INCLUDING VDW INTERACTIONS
A. Brief overview of methods
Other methods have also been proposed for studies of vdW systems. Traditional DFT is a natural starting point. There are three main types of approaches: (i) explicit density functionals, (ii) DFT extended with atom-pair potentials, and (iii) perturbation theory, typically in the random-phase approximation. This review focuses on explicit density functionals with an emphasis on the path that led to the vdW-DF. Still, we briefly review other methods because the accuracy of different methods for the inclusion of vdW forces is compared in so many studies and because the contrast between these methods helps to highlight the nature of vdW-DF.
The approach of extending approximate DFT with pair-potentials has been widely used, both in jelliumtype surface studies [116, 130] and in explicit electronstructure calculations [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [153] [154] [155] [156] ; for a review see [157] . The force fields used have often been heavily parametrised either through fitting to experimental data sets or to calculated results using more advanced methods, although less so in the most recent forms [49] .
The simplest pair potential is the London ∼ −R −6 form. In modern variants, this potential is "dressed" with a damping function F (R), which preserves the long-range behaviour of the dispersion interaction, while preventing the singularity in the dispersion term from overwhelming the repulsive term at short ranges. An early form for F (R) was proposed by Brooks [158] , who warned against the crudeness of the approximation. More recently, Nordlander and Harris proposed a prefactor similar to the f (x) in the ZK expression (3) [115] . Starting from the ZK expression for the vdW attraction potential V (z) of an atom outside a surface, they argue that introducing such a damping function amounts to introducing a wavevector cutoff k c in a wavevector analysis [115] . For molecular complexes, from small organic molecules to large and composite systems, like sparse materials and protein-DNA complexes, traditional DFT calculations with pairwise vdW potentials are commonly used. Two well-known methods are DFT-D [46, 47, 49] and TSvdW [48] . The idea is that strong covalent bonds are well described by traditional approximations, like the GGAs [25] [26] [27] and a pair-wise atomistic correction can be used to account for the vdW forces. In these methods, there are two kinds of parameters that must be specified. The first kind are dispersion coefficients C 6 , which characterise the asymptote, and the second kind are cutoff radii r cut , which characterise the damping functions.
The DFT-D method has been successively refined for higher accuracy and less empiricism. In the recent DFT-D3 version [49] dispersion coefficients and cutoff radii are computed from first principles. To distinguish between dispersion coefficients of atoms in different chemical environments, the method relies on the concept of fractional coordination numbers. The DFT-D3 pair-wise account of vdW forces can be tailored to different density functionals lacking such forces by adjusting two global parameters. Advantages of the method include the facts that it is simple, asymptotically exact for a gas of weakly interacting neutral atoms, and atomic forces are easy to calculate. The DFT-D3 [49] framework does allow for three-body nonadditivity terms to be included, though these are not in the standard version. Such effects have been shown to be non-negligible for large molecular systems and organic solids [159] .
The TS-vdW methods is also an almost parameter-free method for accounting for long-range vdW interactions. It relies on the summation of interatomic C 6 R −6 terms that are updated for each configuration based on the electron density of a molecule or solid by scaling reference coefficients for the free atoms [48] . The mean absolute error in the C 6 coefficients is 5.5%, when compared to accurate experimental values for 1225 intermolecular pairs. The effective atomic C 6 coefficients have been shown to depend strongly on the bonding environment of an atom in a molecule [48] .
Comparing huge data sets is becoming more and more common in first-principles and semiempirical calculations. The same datasets are often used in many comparative studies for semiempirical parametrisation, for instance, no less than 29 different systems in [46] as early as 2004. However, these datasets are often biased towards small dispersion bound molecules. The goal is to develop a functional that crosses the boundary for what is thought to be traditional dispersion-bound complexes to covalent-bonded systems. As such, the vdW-DF philosophy has been to try to benefit from what can be deduced from basic theory. Irrespective of these differences, we acknowledge that skilful users of, for instance, the DFT-D method, regularly produce valuable results.
A different kind of approximate approach, which can be seen as going beyond a density-based xc in DFT, is to use the RPA to calculate the correlation energy. This method has become much more efficient [160] , but still carries higher computational cost than DFT. Since the RPA describes the response in terms of single-particle orbitals, it is presumably a suitable complement to the exact exchange energy [161] , particularly when comparing systems in which the number of particle-hole excitations remains unchanged [162] . The RPA correlation energy [39] incorporates a screened nonlocal exchange term and long-range dynamic correlation effects that underpin vdW bonding [161] . Several suggestions for RPA corrections exist [40] . A recent study [163] suggests a singleexcitation extension for RPA calculations in inhomogeneous systems, which lowers the mean average error for noncovalent systems. RPA calculations have been used for solids [161, 164] , molecular systems [165, 166] , and layered materials [167] .
Relatively expensive methods, such as RPA, provide a rough benchmark for methods that include vdW forces, particularly for bulk materials and larger systems where traditional quantum chemistry methods fall short. However, these methods are approximate and will themselves require extensive benchmarking to determine how accurate they are in general.
B. Case of H2 on Cu(111)
The accuracy of methods that include vdW forces are often assessed based on how good the numbers are for a particular set of systems. Quantitative comparisons are a common ingredient in many recent publications in the field and there are often only small differences between the methods, with modern vdW-DF variants typically faring well. These comparisons are important, because accuracy is important, but that does not mean that these studies always provide insight into how well a method captures the physics of a problem. One can often learn more from specific case studies. This is illustrated by a comparison between modern calculated results on the interaction energy curve of H 2 on Cu(111) [90, 91] with the results of backscattering experiments detailed in section II A and in figure 1. The comparison in figure 5 indicates a major shortcoming of typical pair-wise atomistic corrections to DFT, namely their limited or complete inability to distinguish between bulk and surface electrons. It is important to note here that it does not suggest that such methods are inherently bad; however, it does suggest that they are not good starting points for developing general-purpose methods to handle all sorts of sparse and dense matter. As such, it serves to motivate our emphasis on nonlocal correlation functionals. Figure 5 shows the comparison between calculated (DFT-D3 [49] , TS-vdW [48] , vdW-DF1, and vdW-DF2) and experimental results. vdW-DF2 gives interaction curves in good agreement with the experimental physisorption curve. vdW-DF1, exhibiting its expected overestimation of separation, is less accurate but is still in qualitative agreement with experiment. DFT-D3 on the other hand fails to predict a binding in reasonable agreement with experiment with a well depth four times deeper than experiment and significantly shorter separations. It should be noted that C 6 coefficients for every coordination number are not available for copper. However, using TS-vdW, which has built-in mechanisms to adjust the dispersion coefficients based on the density around the atoms does not resolve the issue.
H 2 on Cu(111) is a particularly difficult system, because the response of the tiny hydrogen molecule is so different from copper-a coinage metal where d-shell electrons also come into play. The good results of vdW-DF therefore present one of its major successes and are strongly tied to its ability to distinguish between different density regions-an ability that is very important. For many other cases, pair-potential based methods can produce numbers that are competitive with, and sometimes even better than, vdW-DF-based methods. This typically occurs for systems with a nature fairly similar to the datasets they were developed with. The failure of pair-potential based methods for the case of H 2 on Cu(111) however raises questions concerning the general transferability of such potentials, in particular to metallic systems. One can indeed question if the partitioning of vdW forces into contributions arising from specific atoms is justified for metallic systems.
C. Asymptotic functionals with damping functions
The ALL functional, presented in the previous chapter, has served as an important milestone on the path to vdW-DF. Others have further developed ALL along a different path, using the ALL functional to determine the dispersion coefficients for traditional DFT with forcefield potentials. Some of these extensions start with an analysis of the range-separated contributions to the full xc energy [168, 169] . Sato and coworkers [170, 171] developed an approach that adds ALL to a long-rangecorrected DFT [172] based on a formulation that merges GGA exchange with the Hartree-Fock description. At large separations, it includes both nonlocal exchange and correlation terms. This method has been applied to π-bonded aromatic complexes, as well as dipole-dipole and hydrogen-bonded systems [170, 171] . Gräfenstein and Cremer [6] combined GGA with an efficient evaluation of the ALL energy and force terms in a partitioning scheme. They found good agreement with coupled-cluster calculations for the benzene dimer [6] .
The Silvestrelli approach is similar in nature, but evaluates the ALL term [173] for localised orbitals [20] , specifically maximally localised Wannier functions [174, 175] . The idea is to describe ALL in terms of the partial electron densities of the occupied Wannier orbitals. Expanding the density in such orbitals n = l |w l | 2 in each fragment, the ALL functional is used to determine asymptotic vdW interaction coefficients C 6,l,m for every pair (l, m) that can be formed from two orbitals of different fragments. The total vdW interaction is evaluated by summing over all such pairs. An advantage of this approach is that a damping function exclusively affects contributions of inter-fragment (l, m) pairs which have overlapping densities. The approach is successful for a range of systems, including vdW solids, molecular dimers, and aromatic complexes [173, 176] .
More recently, two extensions of this framework were designed [177, 178] . The first includes additional states in the Wannier representation [177] to improve orbital localisation and symmetry which, for example, is relevant for describing the benzene ring. The second [178] corrects for the density overlaps that exist within fragments and replaces the ALL specification of the asymptotic vdW coefficients with the simpler London account [14] . The first step eliminates arbitrariness in the vdW description that can arise from symmetry breaking, for example in weakly bonded noble-gas dimers [177] . These extensions and adjustments of the original formulation by Silvestrelli [173] produce good agreements with the binding energies of coupled-cluster calculations for a range of organic complexes.
Finally, other approaches that rely on density dependent C 6 coefficients have also been developed and used to include vdW forces in DFT. The TkatchenkoScheffler method [48] mentioned earlier is a hybrid between this approach and traditional atomistic pair potentials. There are also the Vydrov-Van Voorhis [179] and the Becke-Johnson [180, 181] formulations. The VydrovVan Voorhis approach is a limiting case of the VV09 functional [64] (section VI F) that is itself a fully nonlocal density functional related to the general geometry vdW-DF. The Becke-Johnson formulation, which also provides multipole corrections in terms of C 8 and C 10 coefficients, describes the vdW interactions as an electrodynamical multipole coupling of nonisotropic exchange holes that are formed in the electron gas around the nucleus. Emphasising the energy shifts arising with the hole coupling, the approach is linked with the RA picture [43] of vdW forces and thus related to the physical picture underpinning ALL.
V. FUNCTIONALS FOR ALL DISTANCES -FUNCTIONAL FOR LAYERED SYSTEMS
This chapter is devoted to our first all-space vdW functional. The first four chapters gave an introduction to (i) the nature of vdW interactions, (ii) their importance, (iii) their relevance for DFT, and (iv) early work that stimulated further development. Here, we present the early history of the vdW-DF method, with the first explicit general functionals vdW-DF (more recently termed vdW-DF0) in 2003 [29, [54] [55] [56] 58] , vdW-DF1 (originally termed vdW-DF) in 2004 [59, 62] , and vdW-DF2 in 2010 [63] . The vdW-DF method has the potential for developing successively improved functionals [108] [109] [110] . Their common roots allow us to present a joint introduction to these functionals. Following this introduction, we outline the derivation of vdW-DF0 and present examples of applications to illustrate its nature and its potential for future improvements.
vdW forces are often associated with asymptotic formulas and such formulas are used in many theoretical schemes. The singular behaviour that occurs at small separations has been dealt with by introducing saturation functions. However, vdW forces are important for all bonds and reactions as they originate from nonlocal correlations among electrons and are relevant in an extensive region of intermediate-sized separations. We seek to construct approximate vdW functionals with an account of sparse matter that seamlessly extend the local (LDA) and semilocal approximations (GGA) for exchange and correlation [19, 24, 27, 42, 182] .
The adiabatic connection formula (ACF) [24, 41, 42 ] is the starting point for developing vdW-DF. The ACF provides an expression for the exchange-correlation energy E xc in terms of a coupling-constant integration λ, as follows
Here, χ(λ, iu) is the density response function or the reducible density-density correlation function in manybody theory, at a coupling strength λ with a density n(r) set to that of the fully interacting system. V (r − r ) = 1/|r − r |, and E self is the Coulomb energy of all electrons. The coupling-constant integration is computationally complex and calls for simplification and approximations.
In the vdW-DF method [54, 56-59, 61-63, 73, 108, 109] , we work with the local field response function, or irreducible correlation functionχ(λ, iu), defined via a Dyson equation
This function provides a full description of screening in the electron gas at any given coupling constant λ. The leading order approximation for χ(λ, iu), i.e. the RPA, setsχ(λ, iu) =χ(0, iu). Since λ then acts just as a prefactor of V in the coupling-constant integration, it can be performed analytically. Higher-order correlation diagrams with internal Coulomb interactions, each proportional to λ, may have intricate λ-dependences in the irreducible correlation functionχ(λ, iu) that prohibit analytical solutions and complicate numerical ones. Progress in the development of vdW-DF was made [54] by assuming that the coupling dependence ofχ can be neglected when performing the λ integration (30), even beyond the RPA. Since the leading term in λ is made explicit, we approximateχ(iu) by a value at a characteristic coupling constant 0 < λ c < 1 and complete the integral to obtain
The PhD thesis of H. Rydberg [56, 57] mentions "RPAlike approximations," noting that approximations beyond the RPA can also allow for an approximate evaluation of the coupling-constant integration (30) . This can for instance be achieved by using a dielectric function, where the λ-dependence is absorbed into the plasmon dispersion [57] . The layered vdW-DF in its early formulation [54] and subsequent realisations [29, 55, 56, 58, 61] are based on the so-called full-potential approximation (FPA), as detailed in a later publication [61] . In this section, we further discuss the FPA together with the layered-geometry vdW-DF version. This approximation involves replacing χ λ byχ λ=1 , leading to equation (32) . In the vdW-DF design, a model dielectric function specifyingχ should not include nonlocal correlations [56, 57, 59, 62, 73, 110] . Reference [61] discusses spectator excitations [43] inχ(λ, iu) and notes that if spectator contributions inχ λ=1 are discarded in the FPA, one obtains the exact vdW asymptote.
The vdW-DF method differs from RPA-based methods, which specify the response functionsχ in terms of the single-particle orbitals without taking many-body effects into account. The vdW-DF method instead relies on a scalar model dielectric function. The continuity equation relates this model dielectric function tõ χ [54, 56, 59, 61, 62] , as follows
where the scalar susceptibility α satisfies = 1 + 4πα. In terms of the scalar dielectric function , the formal result (32) can be written as
where G = −V /4π denotes the Coulomb Green function. The model dielectric function is chosen to makeχ reflect essential features of an LDA and GGA description. For the homogeneous electron gas (HEG), equation (32) reduces to the following expression
where HEG (iu) denotes the dielectric function of the homogeneous system. This result will be helpful when we remove short-ranged correlation effects from the full functional.
The expression for E xc in the vdW-DF framework (34) can in principle be formulated as an exact relation [57, 110] . The local field response functionalχ is then viewed as arising at a characteristic coupling-constant value 0 < λ char < 1. The argument is that for every E xc one can find a scalar dielectric function that satisfies equation (34) [56] . Such a scalar dielectric function can formally be expressed [110] in terms of
which provides a mean-value specification of χ(iu). In principle, this expression can be used to determine the characteristicχ(iu) of equation (32) . The different vdW-DF versions thus rest on a common formally exact framework [57, 110] . The various versions differ in which approximations are made.
A. Development of the layered-geometry van der Waals density functional
Planar-geometry problems can be viewed as quasi-onedimensional. Treating them as such was helpful in the formulation of the van der Waals density functional for layered geometries. Though its general applicability is limited, this functional is useful for key model systems such as jellium slabs and some real materials such as vdW bonded layered systems.
The first formulation of the layered vdW-DF functional was proposed by Rydberg, Dion, Langreth, and Lundqvist for strictly planar systems [54] . Results for the interaction between two parallel jellium slabs agree well with those of an earlier more elaborate calculation [183] . The correlation-interaction energy was found to saturate significantly with shorter separations. The study concludes: "generalisations to three-dimensional systems are possible and (. . . ) there should be a basis for applications to numerous physical, chemical, and biological systems, (. . . ) such as crystals, liquids, adhesion, soft condensed matter, and scanning-force microscopy."
The layered-geometry vdW-DF [29, 55, 58] of Rydberg, Dion, Jacobson, Schröder, Hyldgaard, Simak, Langreth, and Lundqvist can be applied to real layered systems, such as graphite, boron nitride, and molybdenum disulphide, with the breakthrough of a first predicted vdWbond energy value of an extended system, a graphene bilayer, in 2001 [55] . In this functional, the exchangecorrelation energy functional
is split into a semilocal functional part E 0 xc [n] and a nonlocal part E nl c [n]. This splitting is retained in later versions of the functional. The full electron-density variation, including the in-sheet variations, is retained in E 0 xc , while the evaluation of the smaller nonlocal correlation E nl c is based on a planar average of the density. The assumption is that the vdW forces are less sensitive to the microscopic details than other terms of the DFT evaluation. As a convenient shorthand, we will denote this layered-geometry vdW-DF as vdW-DF0 in the following.
vdW-DF0 is valid at all separations. The semilocal functional E 0 xc is specified as the sum of local correlation [182] and gradient-corrected exchange given within GGA using the Zhang and Yang reparametrisation [184] of PBE [27] (revPBE). This functional is chosen because it was considered to give interaction energies in close agreement with exact Hartree-Fock exchange at separations relevant for vdW bond lengths and did not exhibit appreciable binding in vdW systems [61] .
A central ingredient in vdW-DF0 is a simple plasmonpole description of the sheet response. The evaluation of the nonlocal correlation term is adapted from [54] , and the laterally-averaged density n(z) is used to define a characteristicχ. The response description is in turn given by a model dielectric function based on a plasmonpole form,
Here ω 2 p (z) = 4πn(z)/m and mv
, where k is the in-plane wavevector. In this model, the q 2 ⊥ value has a special purpose, as it is designed to reflect the local-field susceptibility α corresponding to the dielectric function. It is set by matching the static polarisability to that of an individual sheet as obtained in a regular DFT calculation with an external field. Since the q 2 ⊥ reflects the full density variation, it mitigates the error of computing vdW forces from a laterally averaged density.
The dielectric function is local in the z-direction but includes in-plane dispersion. The definition (38) thus extends the form = HEG used to define a plasmon propagator S ≡ 1− −1 , as used in early determinations of LDA correlation [22, 24, 135] . The plasmon-pole form of (38) is inspired by the models of Lindhard and Bohr [37, 38] . The construction for layered-geometry vdW-DF0 calculations can be seen as an approximation to treatingχ in the FPA limit as q 2 ⊥ is evaluated at the full coupling strength.
To obtain an explicit expression for the nonlocal term E nl c [54, 58] , we need to remove the semilocal part of equation (34) . The HEG result (35) suggests the following expression
In effect, we obtain an expression for the nonlocal correlation
The evaluation of E nl c proceeds by viewing equation (40) as a one-dimensional electrodynamical problem [29, 54, 56, 61] . One solves a Poisson equation
to obtain the solution φ k (z, iu), given that a charged sheet is introduced at z = 0. One also determines the solution φ k,0 (z, iu) for empty space, i.e., with = 1. Finally, one extracts the nonlocal correlation energy per area A [54, 61]
A valuable feature of vdW-DF0 is that it treats the screening exactly by solving the Poisson equation. The idea of mapping the E nl c evaluation onto an electrodynamics problem [54, 56] could be more widely applied. One might conceive calculating the nonlocal correlation in a similar manner for other systems with high symmetry, for example, filled and hollow spheres and cylinders.
B. Applications of the layered functional
The major features of the vdW bond in a prototype DFT application can be illustrated with graphite. Figure 6 shows the atomic configuration with dense and sparse regions (left), binding-energy contours [29] obtained with traditional DFT in the GGA (middle), and with the layered-geometry vdW-DF0 (right) as functions of both the inplane (intra-sheet) lattice constant a and inter-sheet separation c divided by their experimental reference values (a exp , c exp ). The dashed curve in the middle panel identifies (a, c) values that are consistent with the experimentally observed unit-cell volume V exp Gr . In the GGA description, interlayer binding is absent except at an unphysically large separation and with minuscule binding energy, a few meV per graphene atom. An early GGA study of graphite structure found a relevant value of c only because it constrained the search to the curve specified by V exp Gr [29] . The vdW-DF0 results reflect a solution to a long-standing challenge in traditional DFT: the state of the art DFT, which was GGA at the time, should not rule out the existence of the most stable carbon allotrope, i.e. graphite.
With the development of the layered-geometry vdW functional, vdW-DF0, in 2001 [29, 55] , we could announce "a binding-energy value of 10.3 meV/Å 2 " [55] , which corresponds to 43 meV per atom [29] in good agreement with the experimental reference at the time of 34 meV/atom [186] . In contrast, LDA calculations yielded 20 meV [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] and GGA calculations barely gave binding. The simple fact that vdW-DF had a number, a correct sign, and a reasonable magnitude spurred much enthusiasm among the developers in the field and this optimism was communicated by the title of the report "Hard Numbers for Soft Matter" [29] . The early vdW-DF0 applications indeed signalled the start of an era of tremendous activity by us and others.
Early applications of vdW-DF0 include the binding between two graphene sheets [29, 55, 58] and the interlayer binding in graphite, boron nitride, and molybdium disulphide, MoS 2 [29, 61] . The results were judged promising for the vdW-DF method [29] . Overall, the performance was encouraging for binding distances, binding separations, and elastic response, considering its nonempirical basis and the approximations made.
The first applications of vdW-DF0 for real materials relied on the PW91 functional to describe semilocal exchange effects, which later was replaced with revPBE to avoid spurious binding. This substitution results in The role of vdW forces in graphite. The left panel shows the atomic configuration which comprises densely packed graphene sheets with large inter-sheet separations, cexp ≈ 3.35Å. A low electron density characterises the inter-sheet regions. The nonlocal correlation acts across these regions, providing material cohesion. The middle and right panels contrast the variation of the interlayer interaction energy for our GGA (PW91 [185] ) and layered-geometry vdW-DF0 [58] studies, here plotted as functions of both inplane lattice constant a and interlayer separation c, relative to the experimental values (a exp , c exp ). The dashed curve in the middle panel identifies (a,c) values that are consistent with the experimentally observed unit-cell volume of graphene. The colour scale for the potential energy plots ranges from 0 (light green) to −5 eV (dark blue). Reprinted with permission from [29] , c 2003 Elsevier.
FIG. 7.
Comparison between the results for the interlayer binding energy of graphite obtained with the layeredgeometry vdW-DF [29] , later general-geometry vdW-DF functionals, and a quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) [192, 193] calculation. Here, the covalent bond length in the layer is fixed to the experimental value. The dashed vertical line indicates the experimental reference for the sheet separation. The dashed horizontal line indicates the results of QMC, with error bars indicated by the yellow region.
smaller binding energies and larger interlayer separation distances and therefore generally reduces the agreement with experiments. The choice was nevertheless important to firmly establish the role of vdW forces in layered materials. Figure 7 compares results of vdW-DF0 and later versions of the vdW-DF for general geometries for graphite. As a modern reference for the cohesion energy, we use Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) results [193] . Thus, we avoid experimental uncertainties and contributions from zero-point and thermal motion that are not a part of standard DFT in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The figure shows a successive improvement in cohesion energy and separation with the biggest step being taken when going from vdW-DF0 to vdW-DF1. The shallow binding of vdW-DF0 and the overestimation in separation can partly be attributed to the choice of exchange, as revPBE is quite repulsive in this region.
The comparison of results from different functionals in figure 7 indicates that the plasmon model of vdW-DF1 and vdW-DF2, described in chapter VI, is more suited for describing nonlocal correlations than that of vdW-DF0. An advantage of vdW-DF0 is its exact handling of screening, although subject to the limitations imposed by its more limited description of local-field effects.
In addition to the early progress for the layered vdW system, the vdW-DF0 has also been adapted to provide an early DFT account of polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) dimers in selected geometries [85, 194, 195] . The adaptation rests on defining an effective area per PAH molecule [195] . This step can be viewed as an analogy to deducing estimates of the graphite interlayer binding energy from the measured binding energy of increasingly larger PAH dimers [196] . This effective-area approach gives at least a qualitative account of vdW binding between PAH molecules [194, 195] .
vdW-DF0 fairly well describes the cohesion in layered systems like graphite and other layered materials such as boron nitride and molybdenum disulphide. This is in spite of the fact that the nonlocal correlation term in vdW-DF0 is based on a laterally averaged density with an emphasis on a FPA representation of the local-field responseχ. Perhaps the most important aspect of the vdW-DF0 development was the strong encouragement it provided for further developments.
VI. GENERAL-GEOMETRY VDW-DF FUNCTIONALS
A general density functional can not be limited to layered geometries. The focus thus moved quickly to designing a general-geometry version [56, 59] . This chapter describes the overall design of such a functional, outlines its derivation, and discusses its underlying properties. A few applications and results that were important for the development work are described, as is the development of self-consistent implementations. Some valuable refinements of the method are also discussed. Finally, we discuss two functionals closely related to vdW-DF.
A. Design of general-geometry vdW-DF versions
A general-geometry vdW-DF functional should obey general physical laws, be physically transparent, transferable, and simple enough to allow efficient computations. Previous studies in the late 20th century taught us that (i) nonlocal correlations among the electrons are essential for describing sparse matter; (ii) vdW forces emanate from dynamic electron correlations; (iii) vdW forces relate to the static electron density n(r) via, for instance, the classical plasma frequency ω p = 4πne 2 /m; and (iv) the asymptotic vdW potentials can at large separations be derived from the small wavevector (q → 0) limit of the plasmon dispersion ω q and give a reasonable magnitude and correct form for the interaction between atoms and molecules [44, 70] , between neutral molecules and insulating surfaces [52] , as well as between surfaces [71] . This experience was incorporated into the layered-geometry functional, vdW-DF0 [29, [54] [55] [56] 58] , as was the value of a plasmon-pole description for the electron-gas dielectric function [135, 197] .
The vision for a new nonlocal functional for general geometries was, and still is, that it should be a general-purpose one; able to describe all kinds of materials and molecular systems from the dense to the sparse [56, 73, [108] [109] [110] . This philosophy emphasises binding separations in favour of the asymptote. While the asymptotic behaviour is determined by long wavelength, i.e. q → 0, excitations in the polarisable medium, nonlocal correlations at shorter separations arise from many different electron-hole pair excitations and plasmon modes. To describe vdW forces at typical binding separations, a plasmon model that covers the overall effect of many different q values is needed. For this aim, the GGA can be used as a guide, as this approximation provides an excellent account of interactions within dense matter. The plasmon model should adhere to known constraints for the electron gas [30, 57, 59, 62, 63, [108] [109] [110] . The functional should also connect seamlessly between the description at van der Waals binding separations and the regime of covalent bonds.
The preferred procedure used to derive the explicit vdW-DF functionals has varied with time. In this chapter we outline a procedure, similar to the one appearing in H. Rydberg's thesis [57] , which has been successively refined and complemented [59, 61, 62, 110] . This procedure is based on a mean-value evaluation of the integral of the dimensionless coupling constant λ, as detailed in chapter V. This starting point is exact and is thus more natural for deriving the explicit functionals [57, 110] than relying on the FPA outlined in the seminal paper by Dion and coworkers [59] .
To design a general geometry functional, an essential step is to define an expansion parameter for the couplingconstant averaged expression in (34) and for the nonlocal correlation (40) . In this step, we use the propagator concept of many-body theory, building on simple forms like 1/(ω − ω q ). For the functional development from (40) , a suitable choice is S xc (iu) ≡ ln( (iu)), which can be seen as an auxiliary, spatially nonlocal, polarisation function [57] . This dielectric function is formally defined in terms of the coupling-constant integration of the density response function as discussed in the chapter V. To better understand the connection to the MA, RA, and ALL picture of vdW interactions and nonlocal correlations [43, 44, 137] (discussed in chapter III), we may instead consider S(iu) ≡ 1 − (iu) −1 , that is S xc to lowest order in S. Its connection to the propagator form is easily seen in the case where (ω) = 1 − ω 2 p /ω 2 . In practice, an ansatz is made for S xc in terms of a single-pole plasmon description that is constrained by physical laws, including charge conservation, cancellation of self-correlation, and time-reversal symmetry. The plasmons that give rise to the nonlocal correlation in vdW-DF, described in terms of the poles of the polarisation function S xc (iu), are parametrised by connecting the dielectric function to the so-called internal functional [57, 59, 63] ,
which describes short-range exchange and correlation effects and can be described through a semilocal exchangecorrelation functional. The polarisation function S xc (iu) bears strong resemblance to the coupling-constant averaged density response function defined in (30) and is equivalent in the homogeneous electron gas limit (35) . It is closely related to the plasmon propagator that describes the collective response of the electron gas. By neglecting the longitudinal projection in (34) the polarisation function becomes short ranged and no effects associated with long-range van der Waals forces are included within this quantity. It can thus be viewed as a shortrange external field response function. The advantages of the nonempirical general-geometry functionals, vdW-DF1, vdW-DF2, and vdW-DF-cx include an increasingly improved consistency between the semilocal functional E 0 xc that describes the energetic contributions to the total energy arising from short-range exchange and correlation effects, and the internal functional parametrising the plasmons [59, 62, 63] . Such con- sistency is related to charge conservation of the exchangecorrelation hole, and improving this aspect of vdW-DF has been one driving force for successive refinements of the functional [108, 109] .
B. Outline of derivation and approximations made
The first presentation of the general-geometry vdW-DF concept [57] was a manuscript in Rydberg's PhD thesis [56] . It contained several of the key steps required to obtain the general-geometry vdW-DF, a framework for formal improvements, and an implementation that enabled efficient computations of the nonlocal correlation energy in terms of a six-dimensional integral,
The formal results meant great progress, and together with references [61] and [73] , which includes timeinvariance, they form the basis for the final vdW-DF1 paper [59, 60] . Just like with the layered functional, the full xc functional in vdW-DF1 is given by the sum of a semilocal part E 0 xc and the nonlocal correlation (37). The kernel (44) describing the nonlocal correlation is shown in figure 8 , expressed in terms of the dimensionless parameters D and δ. The parameter D can be viewed as an effective scaled separation between two density regions, while δ describes how different the response of these two density regions are. It is interesting that the kernel in its universal form keeps its shape in successively improved approximations. Thus, how D and δ are scaled determines the nonlocal correlation energy, for instance, when going from vdW-DF1 to vdW-DF2.
The
is only one part of the xc-energy functional. There are also the local correlation and the semilocal exchange. A glance at vdW-DF-type functionals proposed by us [59, 63, 107, 108] and others [198] [199] [200] shows that improvements beyond vdW-DF1 have been primarily concerned with the exchange part E x , which so far has been treated in GGA.
The original vdW-DF1 paper [59] targeted the vdW bond, which motivated using the revPBE exchange functional. When vdW-DF1 is used for other bonds, such as mixes of vdW with covalent, ionic, d-electrons, and hydrogen bonds, this can give results close to the mark, such as for covalent bond lengths in carbon systems [74] ; in other cases, the results are further away, such as for bond lengths within coinage metals [30, 199] . Some have expressed disappointment, perhaps unfairly, considering that the vdW bond was the target. However, the overall goal of the vdW-DF is to describe general matter, and with successive refinements, as discussed in section VI E, it is approaching that goal.
Assessing vdW methods by benchmarking against accurate quantum chemistry results for a particular set of systems is common but not enough. For instance, results for a set of molecular dimers exhibiting vdW and hydrogen bonds might not be helpful for studies of transition metals with d-shell electrons. This example emphasises the value of both a broader benchmarking, including comparisons with extensive experimental data sets [90] , and of designing functionals based on general criteria, such as those given by fundamental physical laws. An important example is the law of charge conservation, which is essential in many-body theory [201] and DFT. A central concept is the xc hole: the depletion of the mean density surrounding a given electron. A special case which is easy to envision is the charge depletion left behind by an electron leaving a metal surface. The failure of the gradient expansions in the density functional proposed in the original Kohn-Sham formulation of DFT [18, 19] , which is inferior to the LDA, can be blamed on the violation of the charge sum rule [143] ; that is, its xc hole does not integrate to unity [24] . Likewise, the success of LDA for the hydrogen atom, with its far from homogeneous electron distribution [24] , is credited to compliance with the charge sum rule. In the design of general-geometry vdW-DFs charge conservation is important. In the early work, results for the almost homogeneous electron gas were carefully selected from many-body theories honouring conserving approximations.
The derivation outlined here is close to that of the original one [57] , but updated by the insights that led to the final vdW-DF1 version [59] , as well as recent analysis [110] . Details for the more familiar derivation relying on the FPA-based approach [59] , which uses S = 1−1/ as an expansion parameter, can be found elsewhere [73, 202] . Since the exact expression for S xc is not known (43) , an ansatz is made in the planewave representation S xc (q, q ) based on four constraints: time-reversal symmetry; the f -sum rule, which is linked to current conservation [203] ; cancellation of the self-energy; and charge conservation.
Time-reversal symmetry is built into the construction by defining S xc as a symmetric function of a related quantityS, as follows
The second constraint, the f-sum rule, implies that in the high-frequency ω limit, S xc → −4π/(mω 2 )n(q − q ) [59] . With the following form ofS, this constraint is ensured,
Here, the classical plasmon frequency in the numerator can be viewed as an amplitude in a spectral function with poles at −ω q (r) and ω q (r). The high-frequency limit of S xc corresponds to the dielectric function taking on its familiar high frequency limit, (ω) = 1 − ω 2 p /ω 2 . The third constraint is that the divergence in the self-energy term (43) must cancel out. This constraint requires that the dispersion ω q crosses over to a freeelectron behaviour ω q → q 2 /2 in the large q limit-a natural limit, as it reflects that fast moving electrons have no time to interact with each other. To see how this cancellation occurs, we use the specific form of S xc to write equation (43) in the form
with
which makes the cancellation evident. The term ε int xc (r) is identified as the xc energy density of the internal functional. This expression also provides a wavevector decomposition [42] of the internal functional for a given plasmon dispersion ω q .
The fourth constraint is charge conservation. The polarisation function S xc remains bounded in the upper right quadrant of the complex-frequency plane. As a result of the longitudinal projection of , the couplingconstant averaged response function is given by χ = ∇ ∇G. This property ensures that the expression for the full xc energy (34) is charge conserving [59, 108, 110] . The corresponding xc hole integrates to unity [109, 110] . The intricacies of the charge conservation in vdW-DF is discussed further after the full functional has been laid out.
The specific form chosen for the plasmon frequency ω q should be simple yet capture the overall plasmon response. The following form was chosen
with h(y) = 1 − exp(−γy 2 ) and γ = 4π/9. The q 0 (r) parameter sets an inverse length scale and determines the plasmon dispersion in a spatial region. With the added benefit of being simple, this form cancels out the divergence in the self-energy term and ensures a finite plasmon frequency in the q → 0 limit.
The plasmon dispersion should reflect the overall response in a spatial region. This property is established by identifying the internal functional with a specific semilocal xc functional, which determines a specific value of q 0 (r) at each r. For this step, it is helpful that the xcenergy density of the internal functional (48) can be evaluated analytically. The result,
resembles the exchange energy density of LDA:
In fact, the homogeneous electron gas expression (35) given in the previous chapter indicates that in the homogeneous limit, it is natural to set the internal functional equal to the xc energy of the LDA. Thus, we can identify q HEG 0
In extending the procedure for setting the inverse length scale q 0 (r) to inhomogeneous systems, two specific choices are made in vdW-DF1. First, the internal functional is identified as a semilocal functional that combines local correlation effects in an LDA description with GGA level exchange effects. This results in [59] 
Here, F int x (s) is the exchange enhancement factor and depends on the reduced gradient s(r) = |∇n|/(2k F (r)n(r)). Second, the Langreth-Vosko [204] form is used for the exchange enhancement factor F int x . This enhancement form is a simple quadratic function of s [59, 138] , i.e.
Here, Z ab = −0.8491. We postpone a discussion of why these choices were made until after we have laid out some more details of the derivation. The close resemblance between q 0 and k F is a consequence of a carefully chosen value for γ. This does not make γ an adjustable parameter, rather it is an arbitrary parameter in the true sense of the word. A different value of γ would result in a different scaling of q 0 , but the plasmon dispersion (49) and thus the nonlocal correlation would end up the same.
Now that an ansatz for the expansion parameter S xc has been specified, we turn to expanding the expression for the xc energy (34) . Since S xc can be formally represented by a matrix, we can use the relation = exp[S xc ] in the expansion of (34) . The first order term is the internal functional (43) . Since (43) is intended to include all xc effects except the nonlocal correlations, the second order expression is identified as the vdW-DF approximation for the nonlocal correlation,
To obtain this result, one can use partial integration and ∇ 2 G = 1. In a planewave representation the nonlocal correlation can be written as
By design, this expression vanishes in the homogeneous limit. Once S xc becomes diagonal, only terms with q = q contribute, for which the term within the bracket vanishes. The expansion (54) implies that the popular vdW-DF versions, unlike RPA and unlike the vdW-DF framework [110] , cannot account for manybody dispersion effects [51, 151, 192, 205, 206] across all length scales. The many-body dispersion effects often involve the screening impact on the lower-energy plasmons and are primarily relevant in the asymptotic-interaction regime [110, 192, 207] ; however, at binding separations there are many plasmons that contribute to the nonlocalcorrelation attraction [30] . As such, building upon the underlying account of the GGA response, the popular (expanded) vdW-DF versions do indeed reflect manybody dispersion effects at binding separations [110] . The nonlocal correlation in the familiar form (44), with two spatial integrals over a kernel Φ 0 (r, r ) that connects two density regions n(r) and n(r ), is obtained after integrating over the imaginary frequency and both planewave coordinates q and q . Of these integrals the one over u and the angular parts of q and q can be performed analytically. This leaves us with two one-dimensional integrals over q and q , which are performed numerically. The resulting kernel can be tabulated once and for all in terms of d = q 0 (r)|r−r | and d = q 0 (r )|r−r | or related quantities such as D = (d + d )/2 and δ = (d − d )/2D. The two spatial integrals that remain come from S xc (46) . That the kernel depends on merely two dimensionless parameters follows from the judiciously chosen ansatz for S xc and the fact that only a single function sets the effective inverse length scale q 0 (r) that describes the plasmon dispersion.
To discuss choices in the design of vdW-DF1 and its properties, it is convenient to express the xc functional of vdW-DF as
that is, with explicit nonlocal correlation and a term with local correlation and exchange, E 0 xc . In vdW-DF1, the E 0 xc is given by the sum of LDA correlation and the revPBE [184] variant of GGA exchange.
Conceivably, one could consider including semilocal correlation terms within E 0 xc ; however, the nonlocal correlation term also has significant semilocal contributions [57] and double counting is undesirable. A strict derivation in terms of the S xc expansion starting from equation (34) implies that E 0 xc [n] equals the internal functional E int . However, relying on the internal functional to describe the semilocal xc energy implies that one trusts the simple plasmon model in S xc to accurately describe not only the overall plasmon response, but also the exchange energy, the biggest part of the xc energy. Given its simple form, it is natural that correction terms could arise. For one, the Langreth-Vosko expression (52) that was chosen for the internal functional to parametrise the plasmon dispersion is a poor description in the regime of large density variations (high-s). However with correction terms, the conserving expression (34), involving a longitudinal projection of , would no longer describe the full xc energy. None of the vdW-DFs have an exact agreement between E int xc and E 0 xc which would make them free of implicit correction terms, but there is a successively better agreement when going from vdW-DF1 to vdW-DF2 and to the newest development vdW-DF-cx [108] . The latest version is guided by the aim of using a consistent exchange choice; thus achieving this goal (32) for the most relevant density regions.
Charge conservation nevertheless remains an essential design principle for vdW-DF. The difference between E int xc and E 0 xc only affects the short range part of the functional. Further, charge conservation is also imposed by relying on conserving approximations for E 0 xc and E int xc separately. For E 0 xc the construction of the explicit form of the exchange functional can be traced to the construction of a numerical GGA that is designed by imposing conservation on the xc hole that arises in a gradient expansion [27, 144, 208, 209] . This is particularly true for the exchange functional used in vdW-DF2, the PW86r functional [209] , which is fitted directly to such a numerical GGA construction.
For the internal functional, charge conservation [110] follows from the wavevector form (48) . It provides an expression for the angle-averaged xc hole n int xc (r, q) = q 2 int (r, q) around a given r, as expressed in momentum space. The relation follows since the spherically averaged xc holen int xc (r, q) [24, 68] also defines a natural wavevector decomposition [42, 138, 210 ] for the energy per particle. Since ω q is finite in the q → 0 limit, n int xc (r, 0) = −1. Thus, the integral over the xc hole in spatial coordinates gives −1, i.e. the depletion of a single electron.
Next, we discuss the choices made for the internal functional E int xc . Langreth, one of the vdW-DF architects, also had a central role in the developments that led to GGA with a diagram-based foundation [25, 42, 138, 204, 210] . Some of this development is reviewed in section II C. The diagram-based foundation means that the starting point is the terms that arise in a perturbative many-body expansion of the almost homogeneous electron gas. Such terms can be neatly visualised by Feynman diagrams, as in figure 3 . vdW-DF1 uses a Langreth-Vosko (LV) [59, 62, 204] form for the exchange enhancement factor (52) . The LV value of Z ab that is used in vdW-DF1 represents an updated result compared to the value Z x that appeared in the earlier discussion of the gradientexpanded exchange in section II C.
The LV form attempts to capture screened [138, 204, 210, 211] rather than pure exchange effects [204, 212] . It involves an evaluation of a Z x (q = 0) response contribution. Figure 3 shows the corresponding diagrams. The 'a' and 'b' of Z ab indicate that certain classes of diagrams, indicated in the figure labels, contribute [204, 211] . The third class of diagrams 'c' can be identified as arising from nonlocal correlations and is not part of the screened exchange. The choice of not including these contributions in the internal functional motivates why only local correlations are included in the semilocal part of the xc energy of vdW-DF.
Standard GGA functionals have an enhancement factor F x (52) that softens at larger s values compared to the aggressive quadratic enhancement factor within vdW-DF, see figure 11 for some examples. Such a quadratic form is chosen to make the vdW-DF construction as simple as feasible (the quadratic form is described by a single parameter), but also to ensure that very low density regions barely contribute to the nonlocal correlation energy. The aggressive enhancement factor acts as a cutoff because at low densities the scaled gradient s diverges, causing q 0 to diverge even more strongly. In turn, the effective dimensionless separation D diverges, thereby overwhelming the nonlocal correlation energy. This particular kind of cutoff mechanism observes the f -sum rule [73, 108] , one of the constraints of vdW-DF.
Finally, we discuss the handling of screening in vdW-DF1. A common misconception is that because vdW-DF1 connects only two different density regions it lacks screening. However, S xc is a semilocal approximation to the external field response. It has a screening account based on the density in its vicinity, much like in the ALL functional [44] , that provides a good account of asymptotic vdW interactions. vdW-DF even includes gradient corrections and therefore reflects broader density variations. Related to this discussion is the fact that the evaluation of equation (53) and hence (44) can be viewed as the electrodynamical interaction between two semilocal xc holes n int xc . This is in line with the Rapcewicz and Ashcroft interpretation [43, 44, 110] of the fluctuation diagram that the second-order expansion of E nl c represents. We also point out that several applications of vdW-DF show that vdW-DF to a large extent captures screening effects such as image-plane and collective effects at typical binding separations [30, 77-79, 90, 91] .
C. Self-consistency of vdW interactions
In the Kohn-Sham scheme of DFT [19] , the interactions among electrons are accounted for by the sum of the mean-field electrostatic contributions and the xc potential V xc [n](r) = δE xc [n]/δn(r). This potential acts locally on each electron, and thus propagates these interactions only through its dependence on the density.
So far, the development of vdW-DF has focused on the xc energy functional E xc [n] itself. The first implementations evaluated this functional in a post-processing manner: In the first step, the system in question is brought to full self-consistency with a standard functional-often PBE [27] or revPBE [184] -and the corresponding density is stored. In the second step, this static density is then used to evaluate E xc [n] in a "one-shot" calculation, performed by an independent code or inside the code that performed the first step. Clearly, this scheme is approximate as the vdW-DF is evaluated with a density that corresponds to a different functional and it was not until recently that an expression for the error made with such a non self-consistent evaluation was derived [80] .
Self-consistency is important as it lays the foundation for the calculation of forces and the stress tensor, both essential for an efficient structural optimisation [62, 213] . It is thus crucial for efficient calculations of structure, energies, phase transitions, and elastic responses for bulk, layered, and molecular materials [109] .
To make vdW-DF self-consistent, an expression for the nonlocal correlation potential V nl c (r) is required [62] . The vdW-DF xc energy consists of semilocal parts and a nonlocal part (37) . The functional derivative of the semilocal part is well-established and we only focus on the derivative of the nonlocal energy functional:
This functional derivative is straightforward but tedious to evaluate [62] and results in
where the functions α i (r, r ) and Φ i (r, r ) are given by:
and Here,R rr is a unit vector in the direction from r to r and subscripts of d and d denote the corresponding partial derivatives. The additional three kernel functions Once it was developed, the self-consistent formulation was applied to a number of simple test cases including the Ar dimer. Figure 9 shows its interaction energy as a function of separation. The differences between the non self-consistent and the fully self-consistent results are minimal, at least at larger separations. The bottom panel shows that the forces calculated self-consistently for vdW-DF through the Hellmann-Feynman theorem agree well with the numerical derivative of the energy.
The self-consistent method can also be used to show how the density evolves under the influence of vdW interactions. The density change in the case of the Ar dimer is tiny ( figure 10 ), but nonetheless responsible for the binding of the dimer by pulling charge in-between the nuclei. This captivating and illuminating picture quantitatively displays the nature of the vdW bond.
D. Efficient FFT implementation, algorithm of Román-Pérez and Soler
The evaluation of the nonlocal contribution to the exchange-correlation energy E nl c [n] requires solving a sixdimensional spatial integral; the evaluation of the corresponding potential V nl c (r) requires a three-dimensional integral for every point r-see (44) and (57). A straightforward numerical evaluation of those integrals required for vdW-DF is much more time-consuming than for simple LDA or GGA functionals. As the vdW-DF kernel goes to zero for large separations, the first self-consistent implementations of vdW-DF used a spatial cutoff to limit the computational effort of evaluating those integrals. While such a spatial cut-off provides some form of "linear-scaling," the prefactor still makes most simulations computationally very expensive.
This bottle-neck was overcome by Román-Pérez and Soler, who rewrote E nl c [n] as an integral convolution using splines [214] . In this way, the dependence of the kernel on r and r can be approximated as (60) where q α are fixed values and p α are cubic splines. It follows that the original nonlocal functional can be written as
where θ α (r) = n(r) p α q 0 (r) and θ α (k) is its Fourier transform. In the same sense, φ αβ (k) is the Fourier transform of φ αβ (r) ≡ φ(q α , q β , |r − r |).
At first sight, the benefit of using equation (61) might seem minor-a six-dimensional integral has been traded for a three-dimensional one that contains Fourier transformed quantities. However, many of the implementations of vdW-DF have been in standard planewave DFT codes. As such, fast Fourier transforms are readily available and highly optimised. The overall computational speedup is dramatic and today vdW-DF calculations on large systems take barely any longer than standard GGA calculations.
E. Refinements of the first general-geometry vdW-DF version
Numerous applications have demonstrated that the first general-geometry vdW-DF version, vdW-DF1, is both robust and versatile. We we will return to in the next chapter. This success indicates just how potent vdW-DF1's underlying constraint-based construction is. It is only natural then that when designing new functionals, the original vdW-DF1 construction is often the starting point. There are several different aspects of vdW-DF1 one might want to improve, such as the typical overestimation of binding separations [107] ; the account of binding energies, in particular for small molecules [63] and for hydrogen bonds strengths like those of water [198] ; the description of covalentlybounded solids [199] ; and consistency between exchange and correlation functionals [108] . Considering that vdW-DF is rooted in the electron gas tradition, we believe that it should be refined by carefully assessing constraints and first-principle input parameters. However, researchers outside the Rutgers-Chalmers program have attempted to improve the functionals by instead optimizing the functional based on selected reference data sets, that is, making semi-empirical variants of vdW-DF [198, 215] .
The vdW-DF1 overestimation of binding separations was noted from the onset [59] and attributed to the choice of revPBE as exchange functional. Despite good reasons for starting out with revPBE, as discussed in chapter V, there is no intrinsic reason why this specific exchange functional should be the only appropriate one for vdW-DF1. Several attempts to refine vdW-DF1 have therefore kept the correlation part fixed and focused on the exchange. For transparency, we encourage the use of a standard nomenclature vdW-DF-E x ; where E x refers to the exchange functional. This has the added benefit of allowing one to specify different nonlocal correlation functions, e.g. vdW-DF vs. vdW-DF2; while clearly identifying the form of exchange being employed. Figure 11 shows several different exchange enhancement factors F x (s) suggested as partners for the vdW-DF1 and vdW-DF2 correlation. Here, s = |∇n|/2k F n is the reduced gradient and the exchange energy is
The exchange functional C09 [107] , suggested as exchange partner for the vdW-DF1 correlation, is designed to counteract the overestimation of binding separations while also avoiding spurious exchange effects. This was achieved by using an enhancement factor F x (s) that interpolated between the gradient expansion of the slowlyvarying electron gas, as used in PW86 [144] , at small reduced gradients s and the revPBE form at large s. This large-s form was also chosen to retain the good binding energies of vdW-DF. This functional (vdW-DF-C09) demonstrated that the issue of overestimation of separation distances in vdW-DF could be solved by assessing the constraints of the exchange functional.
A different approach was taken by Klimeš and coworkers [198] to design an exchange functional for vdW-DF1 correlation. They tuned the parameters of a set of familiar exchange functionals to optimise the binding energies of the S22 set of dimers. This is an example of what we call reference-system optimisation, as distinguished from constraint-based functionals. In practice, the refitting reduces the overestimation of separations. Over time, the optB88 variant (vdW-DF-optB88) has revealed itself to provide an accurate account of many kinds of systems and thus has become widely used. In some codes, care must be taken when implementing this functional because its aggressive large-s behaviour makes it noise sensitive [93] .
Murray and coworkers [209] also made an important exchange development by analysing what would be the most suited exchange functional for sparse matter at the GGA level. They found that the PW86 had the best agreement with Hartree-Fock interaction curves between many molecules, in particular beyond binding separations. This was attributed in part to the s 2/5 form of the enhancement factor F x (s) at large s. Others have reached similar conclusions [216] . This exponent form arises in the numerical GGA construction [144, 208] , which is built around conservation of the exchange hole. Finally, PW86 was also refitted to update the small-s behaviour and to make the large-s evaluation of the numerical GGA construction exact (PW86r). For some covalently-bound solids such as heavy transition metals, vdW-DF1's account can be inferior to that of standard GGAs. Motivated by this shortcoming, Klimeš and co-workers [199] designed an exchange functional for vdW-DF1 called optB86b. This functional is based on a 'minimalistic' one-parameter refitting of B86b [217] using a small-s form corresponding to the gradient expansion of the slowly-varying electron gas. This makes the small-s form similar to that of C09, yet the B86b form ensures that it crosses over to the s 2/5 form at large s, though with a quite different prefactor than PW86r or B86b. This functional (vdW-DF-optB86) performs well for many other kinds of systems and together with vdW-DF-optB88 it has played an important role in showing that vdW-DF can handle systems characterized by weak chemisorption.
Most recently, a formally appropriate exchange functional to pair with vdW-DF1 was derived [108] . This exchange functional is in part motivated by the fact that deviations between the outer and internal exchange form give rise to correction terms unaccounted for in the original derivation. It is also motivated by the robustness of vdW-DF1 for van der Waals bonded systems. This robustness is linked to the success of the plasmon description underpinning the non-local part of the functional. The new exchange functional is therefore designed to resemble the internal functional of vdW-DF1 in as large of an s regime as feasible, while smoothly crossing over to the PW86r form at larger s (LV-PW86r). This exchange and correlation combination is referred to as vdW-DFcx [108, 109] , where cx stands for consistent exchange; In essence, the new exchange functional is quite similar to C09 and optB86b and thus partially validates their usage as well. Tests so far indicate that vdW-DF-cx has excellent performance, further supporting the quality of the plasmon model underpinning vdW-DF1.
Separate from the development of exchange functionals for vdW-DF1, a second version of vdW-DF for general geometries called vdW-DF2 was also developed [63] which updates both the exchange and correlation functional. For the nonlocal correlation, it was recognised that the small-s exchange parameter β of the B88 [218] functional would provide a more appropriate parametrisation of the plasmon response of molecules than the slowly-varying electron-gas result underlying vdW-DF1. Indeed, this parameter is used in many successful functionals and can be derived from first principles using the large-N asymptote of neutral atoms [219] . For the exchange functional, the well-founded choice of PW86r [144] was made. Migrating from vdW-DF1 to vdW-DF2 simply entails setting Z ab = 1.887 in the internal functional (52) . The exchange and correlation of vdW-DF2 are reasonably consistent with each other because in the significant s regime beyond 0.1, the enhancement factor of PW86r agrees well with that of the internal exchange of vdW-DF2. The vdW-DF2 greatly improves both binding energies and separations for systems of small molecules, but has also been criticized for poorly describing the asymptotic interaction between molecules. However, in a fairly wide region beyond binding separation, vdW-DF2 does in fact predict interaction curves in good agreement with coupled cluster results for the S22 set of dimers [63] .
While vdW-DF2 greatly improves the description of small molecules compared to vdW-DF1, issues with bulk matter and weakly chemisorbed systems remain. An alternative exchange functional for vdW-DF2 was very recently developed by Hamada [200] . Drawing on earlier experience with testing of the ad-hoc combination of vdW-DF2 correlation and C09 exchange, which works well for some systems [220] , he reparameterized the enhancement factor of the B86b functional to better describe the small-s form of the slowly varying electron gas and approximately retain the large-s form of B86b [217] , a functional designed for highly inhomogeneous systems. Initial benchmarking demonstrates that the combination of B86R and vdW-DF2, named rev-vdW-DF2 or vdW-DF2-B86R, results in good performance for small molecules as well as an improved description of bulk and weakly chemisorbed systems. With such promise, this functional deserves further benchmarking.
An almost opposite approach to how vdW-DF originally was developed is used in the "BEEF-vdW model compromise" [221] . This is a reference-system optimised method taken to its extreme: The authors develop a methodology for semiempirical density functional optimization, using regularization and cross-validation methods from machine learning. The general idea is to minimize errors through a survey of a wide range of functionals through an understanding of the expected error bars. To date, there have been a few examples demonstrating moderate success. It still remains to be seem as to whether or not computer driven optimization strategies will surpass scientific insight when designing better functionals.
F. The Vydrov and van Voorhis functionals
Remaining within the vdW-DF framework, Vydrov and van Voorhis designed a functional called vdW-DF-09 [215] by introducing reference-system optimization even for the nonlocal part. Even though they abandon vdW-DFs close connection to GGA, this method retains all the essential constraints of vdW-DF.
Closely following this work was the development of the two offspring of vdW-DF called VV09 [64] and VV10 [65] . These two functionals inherit many of the features of vdW-DF, but also include additional physical mechanisms at the cost of adhering to fewer exact con-straints [203] . Using physical arguments to improve the account of long-range interactions between small molecules, they rely on reference-system optimization to parameterize one (VV09) or two (VV10) fixed parameters. Both functional are designed for simplicity, VV10 radically so. The VV10 variant is also the most flexible and is more recently emphasized by the authors. The VV09 on the other hand is constructed in a manner most reminiscent of vdW-DF.
Both rely on a spatially varying gap ω g (r) in the plasmon dispersion model that is given by [64, 222] 
The parameter C was fit to optimize the C 6 coefficients, describing the long-range interaction between molecules. Similar to vdW-DF, VV09 builds upon the plasmon propagator S ≈ S xc = ln defined as (64) with plasmon poles given by
Here ω p = 4πne 2 /m is the classical plasma frequency. Unlike vdW-DF, these poles do not shift as a function of wavevector; rather VV09 relies on damping factors
] to reduce the weight of dispersive states [64] . Here k s is the Thomas-Fermi wavevector and φ is the spin-scaling factor φ = [(1 + ζ)
2/3 + (1 − ζ) 2/3 ]/2. This choice causes VV09 to break charge conservation, an essential constraint of vdW-DF [59, 203] . The 1/3 factor is motivated by the Clausius-Mossoti relation and the appropriate screening relation for jellium spheres [64] .
Rather than attempting to approximate the exact ACF, the VV10 construction starts directly by assuming a universal kernel (44) given by a simple ansatz,
where g = ω 0 (r)R 2 +κ(r) (similar for g ) and R = |r−r |. This kernel is designed to give the same asymptotic form as that of VV09. The κ function serves to dampen nonlocal-correlation energy contributions at shorter separations. It depends on a scaling parameter b which is fixed for a given semilocal partner by optimizing binding energies to the S22 benchmark [223] . In this respect, like the dispersion-corrected DFT methods, VV10 is reference-system optimised, though the number of input parameters is drastically reduced. In fact, in a separate development, the long-range account serves as input in such a method [179] (section IV C). The evaluation of the non-local correlation energy in VV10 can also be sped up in a similar manner to that of vdW-DF [214] by introducing a small modification to the kernel [224] . VV10 has been tested for a range of problems including noble-gas and molecular systems, traditional bulk and layered vdW systems [167, [224] [225] [226] [227] [228] . It works particularly well for interactions between small molecules [65, 225, 229] . However, results for layered systems indicate that VV10's transferability across length scales may be inferior to that of vdW-DF [167, 226] . This shortcoming may be related to the crude mechanism used to account for the saturation of vdW forces at shorter separations, as it lacks the constraint-based mechanisms inherent to vdW-DF. On the other hand, the VV10 framework can readily be adapted to accurately describe special classes of systems. For instance, Björkman crafted a special purpose functional for layered systems [227] (VV10sol) that accurately describes the binding of layered systems. VV10 can also readily be paired up with hybrid functionals; thus producing the correct asymptotic exchange behaviour [65, 229, 230] .
The overall success of VV09 and VV10 further illustrates the potency of using a density functional framework for including van der Waals forces. Being so closely related to vdW-DF, comparing their functionality to that of vdW-DF can be illuminating and may even trigger new developments.
VII. APPLICATIONS
After a decade of theory development and model calculations which culminated in the development of vdW-DF, a surge of computations on sparse matter has followed. An early review summarised the status in 2009 [66] . Since then the number and variety of applications have grown tremendously. A set of recent perspective papers [9, 10, 231] give a broader overview of the current situation for method and applications also in the vdW computation arena. Being such a widely used method, it is impossible to cover every application in a single review. Here, we attempt to illustrate the depth and extent of modern applications of vdW-DF. This overview will necessarily have with some bias towards work related to our own research. Several benchmark studies, such as that illustrated in figure 16 , indicate that its accuracy has improved with more recent developments. Naturally, the race for higher accuracy functionals will continue. Additionally, since vdW forces are present in numerous systems such as organic, inorganic, polymeric, and bioorganic systems, the future will be full of interesting fundamental and applied studies.
A. Early applications
As seen in this review, early applications in the 90s focused on well-established vdW results at that time, namely asymptotic vdW interactions at large separations between fragments. To calculate, for instance, the C 6 coefficient of the vdW asymptote of two small fragments the traditional method required quantum-mechanical calculations of numerous dipole matrix elements for each fragment. In this light, it might be understandable that figure 4 created almost euphoric feelings within the ALL collaboration; it did not only provide a simple formula for C 6 in terms of the electron density n, but also a "milky way" (figure 4) that got narrower as the approach was successively improved.
The first application, including non-asymptotics was made for jellium [54, 56] . For this simple model system accurate calculations were available, and good agreement between these results and those with the early variant of vdW-DF0 showed promise. For a modern practitioner of vdW methods, the optimistic tone described in chapter V for graphite, using the year 2000 numbers [55] , might seem surprising. However, one should keep in mind that in 2000 the leading DFT, namely the GGA, gave almost no binding at all and if so only at unphysically large separations. Later vdW-DF0 results were also found to be promising [29] . Figure 7 illustrates that this promise has been kept by further developments along the vdW-DF track, that is vdW-DF1, vdW-DF2 and vdW-DF-cx, the latter overlapping with results of accurate quantum Monte-Carlo simulations.
An early pivotal application was on the adsorption of benzene and naphthalene on graphene [81] . Figure 12 depicts the corresponding binding geometries. This application provided a valuable comparison between theory and experiment because a far-sighted experimental group [196] had measured thermal desorption-energy values. vdW-DF1 predicts binding energies and separations that agree well with experiment. For the adsorption of benzene and naphthalene, figure 13 shows the binding curve and the experimental estimated ranges. The good agreement stimulated successive works with the vdW-DF as well as later theory development and numerous new applications of the functional. For instance, this work triggered many other early applications on adsorption of other molecules and on other surfaces [92] . A few years later, the general applicability of vdW-DF was further established with promising results for the adsorption of molecules on metallic surfaces, such as for benzene on coinage metals [100, 232] .
Even on the molecular side, the benzene molecule provides the prototype. For the interaction between two benzene molecules, orientation must also be considered. An early vdW-DF study on a simple molecular dimer was on the benzene dimer, in the sandwich, slip-parallel, and T-shape configurations, detailed in [233] . In all cases, the vdW-DF1 curves were typically between the coupled cluster results at the CCSD(T) level and those of Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2). It is gratifying that vdW-DF seems to improve upon the MP2 results which can overestimate the dispersion binding [223, 234] .
The same is true when one hydrogen atom of a benzene ring is replaced by such groups as OH, CH 3 , F, and CN [235] . These "monosubstituted" benzene dimers are necessary precursors for applications of vdW-DF to the stacking of nucleobases and DNA base pairs reviewed in section VII E. Just as with the benzene dimer [233] , the monosubstituted benzene dimer [235] , the benzene-water complex [236] , and the methane-benzene system and related dimers [237] have been shown to give results that lie between CCSD(T) and MP2 for the binding energies as a function of separation.
Originally, van der Waals proposed his interaction to describe real gases, as distinguished from the ideal gas. In this spirit, replacing empirical force-field methods by vdW-DF is an interesting challenge. Such methods are widely used to determine the structure of molecular crystals and for larger disordered systems such as polymers. The prospect of using vdW-DF for such purposes was first investigated in a study of a solid polymer, polyethylene [96] , in a low temperature, crystalline phase, for which experimental structures are available to compare with. The good agreement shown in figure 14 gave hope for using vdW-DF1 also in simulations on both ordered and disordered systems with molecules interacting with vdW forces. This promise has continued to grow with many new successful applications on related systems such as nanotubes [77] and molecular crystals [78, 79] .
The early findings eventually lead to much further research, resulting in the release of vdW-DF2 and other variants and numerous applications, such as those highlighted in chapter VII, which are indicative of the present status.
B. Benchmark calculations
To assess the applicability of vdW-DF and other methods, we can rely on results from accurate theoretical and experimental methods. Common theoretical methods for this purpose are many-body quantum chemical methods such as coupled-cluster, e.g. CCSD(T), and perturbative methods like MP2, which show high accuracy, in particular for relatively small systems. Early benchmark calculations of this kind are mentioned in chapter VII A. From experiment carefully determined quantities describing structural and binding properties are often used (refer to section IV B). The literature is full of comparative assessments of the performance of various sparse-matter methods.
For the vdW-DF method there are both virtues and vices. Already from the beginning [59] the rare-gas dimers were perturbing examples of the latter: vdW-DF1 was applied to the "rare-gas dimers, where it is shown to give a realistic description." The "moderate successes" are quantified by results for C 6 coefficients of rare-gas dimers and binding-energy curves of Ar 2 and Kr 2 [59] . This is certainly progress compared to GGA results, but its limitations are obvious and partly analysed in further functional developments. The rare-gas systems are the prototypical van der Waals systems, where the dispersion interactions are the only source of attraction between atoms and for which highly accurate ab initio or empirical results are available. The rare-gas dimers, accounted for in this review, have been used numerous times for the testing of functionals for weak interactions.
Small atomic and molecular dimers traditionally serve as benchmarks or stepping stones for larger applications. The classic cases of noble-gas dimers were originally treated with the vdW-DF1 method and signaled problems with the lighter atoms, while for the Ar and Kr dimers the binding energies get reasonable values, though binding distances are overestimated by a few percent [59] . Recently [225, 238] , several variants of the vdW functionals have been tested on rare-gas dimers (from He 2 to Kr 2 ) and solids (Ne, Ar, and Kr) and their accuracy was compared to standard semilocal approximations, supplemented by an atom-pairwise dispersion correction [49] . As depicted in figure 15 , in general modern variants such as vdW-DF-optB88 [198] , vdW-DF2 [63] , vdW-DF-C09 [107] (see erratum: [238] ), and related functionals like rVV10 [224] , exhibit significant improvements in their treatment of noble-gas dimers with respect to binding separation distance, albeit not at the desired chemical accuracy for binding energies. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the noble-gas dimers are not systems one would expect the vdW-DF method to perform well as its emphasis on electron-gas many-body physics makes it ideally suited for systems with extended states, not for strongly localised ones. The later developed vdW-DF2 has a design that makes it better suited for smaller molecules.
Another popular theoretical benchmark, the so-called S22 data set [223] , comprised of CCSD(T) calculations of 22 molecular duplexes including H-bonded, dispersion dominated, and mixed systems, has been extensively studied to assess how techniques for including dispersion interactions perform. vdW-DF calculations have been performed on all duplexes in the S22 data set and results are presented in [63, 80, 107, 108, 198, 199, 239] . Figure 16 presents an overview of the performance of vdW-DF versions developed by us for the three kinds of systems. This figure and the publications listed highlight how the performance of vdW-DF has improved over time, either through rederivation of the nonlocal correlation term or through the development of exchange functionals, as discussed in section VI E. In all cases, the mean absolute deviation (MAD) has been reduced from 65 meV for the original functional to 10 -20 meV, i.e. to within chemical accuracy. Similar improvements in accuracy have also been observed for vdW-DF-optB86 [199] as well as the recent vdW-DF2-B86R functional [200] and with reference-optimized functionals like vdW-DFoptB88 [198] . We note that there certainly exists limits for what can be gained from reference-system opti-misation and from benchmarking against such datasets. For example, reference systems like the S22 and rare-gas dimer sets tell very little about contributions arising from the d-electrons.
Comparisons with experiment also give new insights into how well vdW-DF performs both qualitatively and quantitatively as the many examples of this chapter will illustrate. Additionally, some experimental results provide particularly accurate data and therefore constitute accurate benchmarks.
Crystalline solids stand out as excellent case studies for how well a method can predict structures, because x-ray and neutron scattering can precisely determine the atomic positions in such materials. The good results for polymer crystals mentioned in section VII A were therefore encouraging during the early testing phase of vdW-DF. Similarly, molecular crystals serve as particularly good benchmarks for vdW-DF because they are held together by non-covalent forces. An early such comparison for the high-symmetry molecular crystals hexamine, dodecahedrane, cubane, and C 60 [78, 79] showed that vdW-DF describes the structure, cohesive energies, and bulk moduli of these molecular crystals well, though vdW-DF1 consistently overestimates the crystal cell volume. Similar conclusions have been drawn in other studies on molecular crystals [9, 213, [240] [241] [242] .
Surface adsorption studies also provide a unique avenue for benchmarking. For example, the adsorption of molecules on metal surfaces, which are closer to jellium surfaces, can be insightful in testing and designing functionals with dispersion interactions. Section IV B exemplifies this with a case study on the adsorption of H 2 on copper. It is shown that vdW-DF2, in particular, gives potential-energy curves for different Cu facets that agree well with experiment [90, 91] . This is a feat, which techniques that employ pairwise corrections are unable to reproduce, presumably due to the inability of such potentials in distinguishing between bulk and surface density regions.
The performance of vdW-DF has also been benchmarked against QMC results for molecular-hydrogen phases [243] and for bulk water [244] . The studies test the vdW-DF method as a description of a full potential-energy variation for molecular dynamics, sharing a benchmarking philosophy with our H 2 physiosorption studies [90, 91] . The molecular-hydrogen and water studies compare QMC and vdW-DF calculations for a rich set of configurations both within and among different phases and allow for flexible molecular configurations. The vdW-DF1 and vdW-DF2 versions are found to have very good transferability across length scales, tending to overestimate the binding separation but being reliable on the total-energy variation.
The positive feedback from benchmarks as well as from quantitative and qualitative comparison between theory and experiment signals a new era for nonlocal functionals in which they can be used to understand the role that dispersion interactions play in real materials. Many such applications are mentioned next.
C. Adsorption
The adsorption of molecules to surfaces and within porous media is a defining feature of numerous industrial, chemical, and energy relevant processes. For example, the self-assembly of organic molecules and catalytic reactivity are mediated by molecular chemisorption to surfaces. Similarly, carbon sequestration and H 2 storage in carbon-based structures are driven by the dispersiondominated physisorption of guest molecules. In addition, the charging and discharging of lithium ion batteries depend on the movement of metal ions between weakly bound planes of a graphitic anode. These examples highlight the need for a method that can cross the traditional boundary of chemisorption to weaker physisorption. In this regard, vdW-DF has been proven to be both sufficiently accurate and computationally efficient for simulating the intricate details of dispersion interactions at surfaces and within porous materials.
On surfaces
The physisorption of molecules to graphite and twodimensional surfaces, including graphene, metal dichalcogenides like MoS 2 , and PAHs, has been a long-standing focus of vdW-DF calculations [30, 81, 83, 85-88, 92, 245-250] . These surfaces often allow for meaningful comparisons with quantum-chemical calculations. For instance, a comparison of the adsorption energy of H 2 interacting with PAHs shows excellent agreement with previous MP2 calculations-with only small deviations at large separation distances [248] . This is in dramatic contrast to the behaviour of GGA functionals that show little to no binding, or even LDA functionals which overbind molecules to graphene. Figure 17 compares experimental data on n-alkane adsorption on C(0001) deposited on Pt(111) with vdW-DF1 results [245] . Experimentally it is found that the adsorption energy varies linearly with N the number of units in the alkane for several different surfaces, but with a small offset at N = 0. This result might be puzzling in a naive picture of vdW contributions to binding. However, the calculations of Londero et al. [245] show that this trend and offset is well reproduced in vdW-DF. This shift can be attributed to the role of the end groups of the alkane chains. In fact, they find that the offset of 6.44 kJ/mol in vdW-DF agrees well with the calculated adsorption energy of an H 2 molecule of 6.48 kJ/mol. Similar comparisons between vdW-DF and experimental data [252] have also been performed for n-butane on Cu, Au, and Pt surfaces. Only a small part of the polymer chain can contribute significantly to the binding. This is related to the fact that low-density regions dominate the nonlocal correlation energy [209] . [251] . Linear fits for the three sets of data points are also shown. Study detailed in [245] .
Adsorption systems, such as the above examples, are well suited for analysing the properties of vdW-DF. A study in this vein [30] compares the adsorption of benzene and C 60 on graphene and hexagonal-BN (h-BN). C 60 is bigger but its interface with graphene is similar to benzene. This comparison casts light on how different separation distances contribute to the nonlocal correlation energy. At a fixed molecule-graphene distance, vdW-DF1 shows (figures 18 and 19) that the binding contributions of benzene and C 60 are almost identical at short separations but different at larger separations. The repulsive contributions for short separations reflect the oscillatory shape of the vdW-DF kernel in figure 8 . At asymptotic separations the vdW-DF description of C 60 has short-comings (III D). In spite of this, vdW-DF provides a good description of the binding energy of C 60 , relative to benzene. The vdW-DF1 values, 0.49 eV to 0.85 eV, agree with experiment. The higher binding energy of C 60 comes primarily from the larger vdW attraction of the bigger C 60 molecule; yet, a small contribution also comes from a charge transfer induced dipole (figure 19) . The presence of such a dipole suggests that C 60 can act as a contact to graphene in molecular electronics [87] .
Understanding metal-organic interfaces is important for the development of organic-light emitting diodes and molecular electronics. The nature of such interfaces is determined by the combination of different physical ef- (44)] to the adsorption energy for different separations between density regions R = |r − r |. The two curves compare this analysis for benzene and C60 on graphene at the same molecule-to-graphene separation. Study detailed in [30] . Reprinted with permission from [30] , c 2013 American Physical Society. fects. For flat aromatic molecules on (111) metal surfaces the type of adsorption can range from weak (dominated by van der Waals forces but softened by a small amount of charge transfer, typical for coinage metals) to strong chemical binding (typical for transition metals), with van der Waals forces significantly contributing to the binding [102, 253] . Capturing the fine balance between attractive and repulsive contributions to the binding is challenging for theory. Early calculations for benzene on coinage metals gave promising binding energies with vdW-DF1 [100, 232] . However, comparison with experimental vacuum-level shifts for benzene [232] and bigger molecules [254] [255] [256] indicate that vdW-DF1 overestimates the separation by as much as 0.4 -0.8Å, more than twice of what is typical for vdW-DF1. Normal incidence x-ray standing wave experiments for the PTCDA molecule adsorbed on Ag(111) provide further evidence for this overestimation, with vdW-DF1 predicting 3.6Å [50, 109] compared to an experimental value of 2.86Å [257] . Aromatic molecules on coinage metals were one kind of system where improvements were sorely needed. Work by Hamada and Tsukada [258] and later by us [91] showed that this issue can be resolved by updating the exchange choice. However, the excellent capabilities of vdW-DF were only recently established with a string of extensive studies combining vdW-DF1 correlation with optB88 and optB86b exchange, providing accurate results for binding separations and energies both for the weaker adsorption on coinage metals and the stronger adsorption on transition metals [253, [259] [260] [261] [262] . New studies also indicate that vdW-DF-cx [109] and vdW-DF2-B86R [262] are well suited for describing these kind of systems.
Callsen and coworkers compared the results of a combined GGA and DFT-D calculation with those of vdW-DF1 for the weak-chemisorption of thiophene on Cu(111) [263] . The nonlocal-correlation energy density, derived as the spatially-resolved contribution to the vdW-DF1 equation (44) is determined. Using this approach, the binding is shown to arise from a wide region that exists between the adsorbate and the substrate.
The finding is fully corroborated by an analysis of the nonlocal-correlation binding presented (by other means) in [30, 110] . The saddle-point or trough-like regions between interacting fragments are important to this and related effects. This insight and the realisation that these regions correspond to low-to-moderate values of the scaled-density gradient were instrumental in the design of the recent consistent-exchange functional in vdW-DFcx [108] [109] [110] .
In porous materials
Adsorption on surfaces builds the foundation for exploring the adsorption within porous materials. Nanoporous materials have seen a surge in interest over the past few decades. A driving force is their potential for wide applicability in practical devices ranging from sensing to gas separation and storage. Of particular interest are applications for hydrogen storage and carbon capture, where relevant materials challenge first-principles materials modelling: the adsorbate typically binds to the host via physisorption, making vdW interactions important. On the other hand, the host material itself is typically an extended system of considerable size. As such, methods are needed that can treat extended systems and vdW interactions on the same footing-a perfect application for vdW-DF.
The first studies of vdW-DF on porous materials investigated the binding energy of H 2 in metal organic framework (MOF) materials [264, 265] . MOFs consist of metal clusters connected by organic linkers, typically creating networks of cavities or channels inside. Due to the vast number of choices for both the metals and the linkers, the number of MOFs that can be synthesised is beyond counting. In the recent past, due to size limitations, quantum-chemical calculations have focused on understanding how molecules such as hydrogen interact with the linker fragments as a gauge of how a particular MOF would perform. Similar considerations can be applied to other porous materials, such as clathrates and nanoporous carbons. vdW-DF calculations have shown that the binding in the true porous structure is significantly enhanced beyond that predicted by simple arguments based on linker fragments.
Furthermore, vdW-DF calculations show remarkable agreement with experimental signatures such as infrared (IR) frequency and nuclear-magnetic resonance signal shifts and heats of adsorption [266] [267] [268] [269] [270] [271] [272] [273] ; for a short review on the integration of experiment and vdW-DF calculations see [274, 275] . The ability to monitor changes in IR spectra in situ, combined with vdW-DF calculations can be crucial for developing a complete atomistic understanding of the dynamics of molecules such as H 2 , CO 2 , and H 2 O within porous media [276] . Understanding these mechanisms can be powerful tools for designing MOFs with new functionalities or preventing degradation. For example, based on knowledge of how water molecules interact with the framework, a new class of MOF, called F-MOF, was designed to overcome this problem by fluorinating the inside of its cavity [277] . Fluoride ligands repel water molecules, which then start to form small water clusters in the MOF cavity rather than causing the MOF to degrade. Another study related to the hydrogen storage capacity of MOFs [278] investigated the filling of such MOFs with (H 2 ) 4 CH 4 , a vdW crystal itself. (H 2 ) 4 CH 4 has the highest hydrogen mass-storage density of all materials, except pure hydrogen itself, but is unfortunately not stable under practical conditions. The results of the study showed that these MOFs can be used to significantly improve the stability window of (H 2 ) 4 CH 4 by providing external pressure to such clusters in its cavity.
Clathrates, another class of porous materials, are similar to MOFs with large cages which can be used for gas storage. They are formed under low temperatures or high pressures and are found at the bottom of the ocean in huge deposits around the globe. Naturally occurring clathrates typically have CH 4 trapped inside, which is believed to be responsible for their stability. A first study of the binding and diffusion of CH 4 , CO 2 , and H 2 in the clathrate structures SI and SH is reported in [279] . The authors show that the adsorption energy is dominated by van der Waals interactions and that, even more interesting, without them, gas hydrates would not be stable. The authors further find that the calculated maximum adsorption capacities as well as the maximum hydrocarbon size that can be adsorbed are in good agreement with experiment. One particularly interesting discovery is that the relaxation of the host lattice is crucial for an accurate description of molecule diffusion, as the framework deforms significantly when molecules diffuse from one cage to another (see figure 20) . A follow-up study [280] expands the same ideas to rotational barriers of molecules in various types of cages and also includes the structure SII-which is particularly challenging to model, as its unit cell contains 408 atoms-demonstrating the efficient scaling of vdW-DF. Adsorption in nanoporous carbons brings a new challenge to theory and computation. Unlike clathrates and MOFs, these do not contain regularly sized pores. In fact, depending on starting materials and synthesis conditions they can have varied distributions of pores. Modern approaches, particularly neutron scattering, have been developed to probe the microstructure of pores [281] . Using vdW-DF combined with an efficient continuum model it was shown that adsorption capacities and heats of adsorption could be predicted for a wide range of carbons and for both H 2 and methane, with knowledge of only the pore distribution [282, 283] . This method can also be used to define the optimal pore size range that enhances adsorption [283] . This study further provides insight into why carbons that seem similar adsorb very different amounts of a particular molecule. The approach mentioned here could be the foundation for rapid screening for the design of highly adsorbing nanoporous materials.
Strong vs. weak adsorption
The adsorption of molecules to metal and semiconducting surfaces is of tremendous practical importance for catalysis, self-assembly, and the formation of moleculemetal junctions or templates for the growth of porous materials. In many cases, these involve interactions that span the range of strong chemisorption bonds to what has been thought of as weakly physisorbed states. Traditionally, it was thought that the strongly chemisorbed states could be adequately represented by standard GGA-type functionals and that dispersion interactions would only play a small role in physisorbed states. Recent work however using vdW-DF has illustrated that dispersion interactions play important roles in both regimes. For example, many studies have explored the physisorption of organic molecules to different noble metal surfaces (i.e. Ag, Cu, Au and Pt) [84, 98, 100-102, 232, 252, 254-256, 259, 284-286] . These papers find that vdW-DF brings the adsorption energies of these molecules into the correct order of magnitude as compared with experiment, a vast improvement over GGA. A survey of adsorption energies demonstrates that they depend strongly on the size of the molecule. Figure 21 illustrates this trend, relating binding energy to molecular size (∼ N − N 2 ). This simple trend arises even if the molecules all have different structures-some chains, some with connected six-membered rings, some without and some with additional molecules such as N and O-and it is irrespective of the surface being considered. This contrasts PBE results that show very little binding and no dependence on molecular size.
Furthermore, some adsorption studies highlight the importance of atomic relaxations. Results for melanine, PTCDA, and NTCDA adsorption show that the difference in binding energy between fully relaxed and non self-consistent calculations, or calculations with static molecule and surface geometries, may be as large as 20% [284] . Adsorption studies also provide an understanding of the organisation of overlayers of organic molecules [98, 100, 101, 252, 287, 288] and water [289, 290] as well as their spectroscopic signatures [232, 255, 256] .
Some of the earlier studies on adsorption employed vdW-DF1 and therefore overestimate molecule-surface separation distances. This overestimation can be larger for adsorption on some metals than what would be typically expected for other systems [9, 109, 232] .
The chemisorption of molecules on surfaces is also affected by dispersion interactions. In some cases, the adsorption of a molecule can be dramatically stabilised, allowing the molecule to stick to the surface. For example, the adsorption of Alq 3 on the Mg(001) surface [287] requires a delicate balance between structural deformations and weaker surface adsorption. PBE predicts that these molecules would be weakly bound, whereas vdW-DF calculations stabilise the binding by up to 900 meV over the PBE energies. In other cases, this interaction can stabilise a particular adsorption configuration. For instance, traditional DFT calculations predict that for benzene adsorbed to the silicon surface the tight-bridge configuration is the most stable. In contrast, vdW-DF, in spite of predicting a binding energy that differs merely by ∼0.2 eV from the PBE result, shows a preference for the butterfly configuration, in agreement with MP2 calculations and experiment [82] . This change in interaction energy is primarily due to molecule-surface interactions mediated by dispersion forces [92] . In addition to the interaction between the molecule and surface, interactions between molecules on a surface can significantly affect how molecules arrange themselves [86] . For instance, vdW interactions between styrene molecules drive their self-assembly on H-terminated Si [288] . Figure 22 depicts the interaction energies for isolated styrene molecules and dimers chemisorbed on the Si surface obtained with PBE and vdW-DF. As can be seen from the plot, vdW interactions stabilise the dimer configuration over the isolated monomers. Here, the energy difference of 0.24 eV between PBE and the vdW-DF calculations for the dimer configuration is roughly equal to the difference in binding energy for gas-phase dimers (≈ 0.21 eV) between the two functionals. They also play a key role in the self-assembly of aromatic molecules on surfaces with low corrugation, such as coinage metal surfaces, where the competition with surface-mediated interactions [98, 100, 101] -which has an even longer range than vdW forces-ultimately controls adsorption geometries and energies.
Such interplay between strong and weak interactions are even more evident when considering the crossover from molecules to graphene adsorbed on metal surfaces. In a concerted effort of experiment (standingwave x-ray diffraction) and theory (vdW-DF), epitaxy has been studied in Ir(111) [291] . In fact, epitaxial growth on metals is a key method for producing highquality graphene on large scales. In the interface region the strength of the C-C bonds varies. Large incommensurate or weakly commensurate superstructures are found for lattice-mismatched systems. In the case   FIG. 22 . Interaction energies for isolated monomers and adjacent dimers adsorbed on the H-terminated Si surface. The fact that the difference in energy between PBE and vdW-DF for the dimers is roughly equal to that of gas phases dimers demonstrates the crucial role that dispersion interactions play in the self-assembly of styrene wires on these surfaces.
of graphene on Ir (111) , precise agreement between calculated (3.41Å of the C atom; DFT-GGA calculations give 3.9Å) and measured (3.38Å) values for the mean height has been obtained. This allows for the interpretation that the bonding of graphene to Ir(111) is due to vdW interactions with an additional antibonding average contribution arising from chemical interactions [291] . Despite its globally repulsive character, in certain areas of the large graphene moiré unit cell, charge accumulation between the Ir substrate and graphene C atoms is observed, indicating the formation of a weak covalent bond. In other words, graphene on Ir(111) can be described as physisorption with chemical modulation. Thanks to the vdW-DF analysis this can be clearly illustrated, as in figure 23 . Here, the variation over the unit cell of the nonlocalcorrelation energy density and charge transfer caused by adsorption is depicted, indicating a weak covalent bond. This example emphasises the fact that dispersion interactions are essential in weakly bound systems, while having significant contributions to the binding in systems that are chemically bound to a surface. These interactions thus play an important role in many processes at surfaces that are fundamental to many modern applications such as catalysis and molecular self-assembly. Therefore, this result provides a useful benchmark for the applicability of the nonlocal functional. [291] shows also another important aspect, namely that the vdW-DF is a handy tool in the everyday collaboration with experimentalists.
A final poignant example is that of the so-called COadsorption puzzle [292] . For CO chemisorption on metals, GGAs almost always favours a hollow site, whereas experiments reveal that top-site adsorption is typical, for example, on Pt, Rh, Cu. This failure of GGAs was particularly surprising given the fact that CO bonds to a metal surface should be covalent in character and should thus be adequately described by GGAs. In this regard, Lazić and co-workers reported an important early demonstration of vdW-DF, showing that the inclusion of van der Waals interactions offered a promising solution to this long standing issue [293] . Appearing in parallel were demonstrations that RPA also corrects GGA errors in finding a top-site CO-adsorption preference on Cu(111) [161, 294] , further indicating the importance of nonlocal correlations. The behaviour of RPA was anticipated by Ref. [293] . The CO-adsorption progress was important to development efforts as it gave early indications that vdW-DF could serve as a general-purpose functional [57, 109, 110, 295] . Thus emphasising the the aim of the vdW-DF method to work both for sparse matter (where GGA fails) as well as for dense matter (where GGA often but not always succeeds).
We note that the vdW-DF method and its variants are gaining acceptance as a first-principle method that can be trusted to predict properties of a wide array of materials. For example, Kokott and coworkers used vdW-DF-optB86b to provide first-principle predictions of the impact of nonmetallic substrates on the bandstructure of silicene overlayers [296] . They demonstrate that a cleaved CaF 2 surface will leave the electron dynamics in the silicene overlayer unchanged from that of a buckled free standing film and suggest intensive experimental studies based on their first-principles vdW-DF exploration. Also, Sun and co-workers have combined both vdW-DF1 and vdW-DF-optPBE with the DFT+U formalism to map out the hydrogenation of Pu and Pu-oxides [297] . Here, the vdW-DF+U description is used in an ab initio molecular dynamics exploration of how H 2 molecules penetrate various Pu-oxide surfaces. Generally, trust in the overall results seems to now be built (when experiments are scarce) on the fact that vdW-DF represents a parameterfree approach.
In general, the extensive use and benchmarking of vdW-DF suggests that it is indeed capable of accounting for dispersion interactions involved in the adhesion of molecules (and materials) to surfaces and within pores. These results give promise for extending the method to examining the properties of densely packed materials and large molecular systems.
D. Solids and liquids
In organic crystals, physical and chemical properties are strongly influenced by the structure of the material. The structure depends on mutual forces between the participating atoms and often on growth conditions, which lead to differences in crystal packing. In such a thermal process weak forces also play a role, for instance in the arrangement of hydrogen bonds and π-π stackings within the crystal. This often makes it hard to consistently produce high quality samples. Knowledge of which polymorphs can form and their respective properties is therefore of great importance for both the synthesis and application of organic crystals.
Given the number of different crystal structures that can form and how close their corresponding cohesive energies are to the ground-state structure, theoretical crystal structure prediction is a daunting task. This challenge is even more dramatic for liquids, where there are no periodic structures and innumerable different configurations can form. As such, the study of vdW bonded solids and liquids is yet another good application for vdW-DF.
Perhaps the prototypical class of van der Waals bonded solid are layered materials such as graphite, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), and metal dichalcogenides like MoS 2 . Here, covalently bonded 2D layers are attracted to each other via interplanar dispersion interactions. In fact, initial attempts at developing vdW-DF were mostly focused on the interactions between layered materials [29, 58] , as discussed in chapter V. Successive improvements of vdW-DF have led to an even better description of the binding of graphite, as seen in figure 7 , thus setting vdW-DF up for extensive studies of other van der Waals bonded layered materials [108, 167, 226, 298] , such as V 2 O 5 [75, 93] and graphane [76] .
Luo and co-workers used vdW-DF-C09 to examine the atomic, electronic, and thermoelectric properties of Bi 2 Se 3 and Bi 2 Te 3 [299] . They showed that by including van der Waals interactions they were able to obtain much better agreement with the experiment for the structural properties of the two materials. Furthermore, using this structural model their band structures gave equally good qualitative agreement with photoemission spectra. Even more interestingly, they demonstrated that strain could be used to tune the thermoelectric properties, with the n-type Seebeck coefficient of Bi 2 Te 3 increasing under compressive inplane strain and Bi 2 Se 3 increasing under tensile strain.
The ability to accurately model the interactions between planes opens up the potential for studying real world applications such as the intercalation of ions between graphene sheets [74, 109] , which is relevant to battery technology, and understanding the pore size dependent adsorption of neutral non-polar molecules [282, 283] , such as H 2 and CH 4 , which is critical for alternative energy technologies. The spintronics of a ferromagnet/graphene junction, Co(0001) with graphene, was studied in Ref. [300] . This system is another example in which there is strong charge rearrangement at short distances but the binding comes from nonlocal correlation.
Complementary to the 2D layered materials, crystal structures comprised of carbon nanotubes and long-chain hydrocarbons have also been studied using vdW-DF [77, [94] [95] [96] [97] . These studies were discussed in more detail in a previous review [66] . It is interesting to note, however, that the intertube interaction energy was determined to be on the order of that found in graphite.
Due to the many possible molecules, a huge number of potential molecular crystals are believed to exist, out of which only a comparatively few have been synthesised. The inability to predict molecular crystal structures is one of the most notorious failures of traditional DFT methods. With this in mind, vdW-DF has been applied to the study of organic crystal structures, exhibiting significant predictive capabilities [9, 241, 301] .
In addition, vdW-DF has been used to explore the physical properties of functional materials. For instance, a ferroelectric organic crystal comprised of phenazine and chloranilic acid [242] and boron based hydrogen-storage materials, such as ammonia borane (NH 3 BH 3 ) [302] and magnesium borohydride (Mg(BH 4 ) 2 ) [303] , have been studied. In the case of Mg(BH 4 ) 2 it is not obvious that dispersion interactions would play a role in defining the crystal structure. It has long been assumed that covalent interactions dominate and are responsible for its structure. However, the results of [303] show that the inclusion of vdW interactions between the BH 4 units is crucial for getting the correct ground-state structure. The application of vdW-DF led-for the first time-to good agreement with experiment, favouring the α-Mg(BH 4 ) 2 phase (P6122) and a closely related Mn(BH 4 ) 2 -prototype phase (P3112) over a large set of polymorphs at low temperatures. This study thus demonstrates the need to go beyond semilocal density functional approximations for a reliable description of crystalline high valent metal borohydrides.
A particularly interesting non-standard dimer that forms a molecular crystal is presented in [304] , i.e. the phenalenyl dimer and closed-shell analogues.
Phenalenyl-an open-shell neutral radical that can form both π-stacked dimers and conducting molecular crystals-has gained attention for its interesting and potentially useful electrical and magnetic properties. The results indicate that vdW-DF is capable of qualitatively describing the interaction between two neutral radicals in the π-stacked configuration, giving binding distances that are significantly below the sum of the van der Waals radii, in agreement with experiment.
A recent derivation of the appropriate formalism for calculating stress in vdW-DF can be a useful tool in many studies of systems at finite pressure. For instance, the pressure-dependent phase transitions of amino acid crystals have been explored [213] .
Bulk water itself has long been a particularly difficult material to model. Results of vastly overestimated LDA and GGA freezing temperatures of water triggered the first applications of vdW-DF to small water clusters. The smallest water system, i.e., the water dimer, is part of the S22 data set and its vdW-DF results have been reported as part of the benchmark calculations [63, 107, 108, 198] . Further exploratory studies have focused on the energetic, structural, and vibrational properties of small water clusters (H 2 O) n with n ≤ 6 and standard ice I h [305] [306] [307] . In addition, while vdW-DF shows significant improvements with regards to the structure and binding energies over LDA and GGA, a remarkable improvement is also found for the vibrational frequencies. In-depth analyses shed light on why LDA and GGA fail in describing water.
The improvements of vdW-DF for small water clusters gives hope that the freezing temperature of bulk water predicted with DFT calculations might also be improved. Indeed, recent vdW-DF simulations show remarkable differences in the predicted structure of water [106, 308] , again better aligned with experiment.
Finally, it should be noted that vdW-DF is also capable of describing traditional densely packed solids. Whereas the vdW-DF1 and vdW-DF2 descriptions predict somewhat too large volumes for some inorganic crystals, other modern vdW-DF variants actually perform better than a standard semilocal functional like PBE [30, 108, 110, 199] .
E. Biological molecules
Soft matter is fundamental for all life. Not only do dispersion forces play a critical role in defining form and function of genetic material, but they are crucial in the interactions of organic molecules with the genetic material and thus critical for our understanding of how to treat many diseases.
For a review on molecular simulations of biomaterials, see [309] . Indeed, initial vdW-DF studies focused on examining the interactions between and within DNA base pairs [103, 310] and between base pairs and anti-cancer drugs [104] . Even with the systematic overestimation of separation distances typical of vdW-DF1, the importance of including dispersion interactions was evident. For instance, the twist and rise of DNA clearly emerge as a result of nonlocal interactions, with unprecedented agreement with x-ray crystallography data and computationally costly quantum-chemical calculations. A more detailed summary of our early studies can be found in [66] . Recently, a Harris-type scheme [80] has been explored for speeding up vdW-DF calculations of large sparse matter system, such as the interactions between strands of DNA [105] . The results demonstrate the ability to scale such calculations to large numbers of atoms with limited effects on accuracy.
There has been recent interest in using DNA molecules as molecular wires. This involves the adsorption and interaction of nucleobases with metal surfaces and other substrates such as graphene. In theoretical studies, graphene is also used as model for carbon nanotubes, which can be used in applications in medicine and as sensors. The adsorption of nucleobases and other biological molecules on graphene provides a venue for studying the complicated interactions between nucleobases in biological matter and thus casts light on processes such as molecular recognition and self assembly. As a first step, the adsorption of adenine on graphene was studied and compared with the two-dimensional crystal forming in the denser phase [86] . This work was later followed by studies of all five nucleobases [89] It is often necessary to study biomolecules in solution, possibly including the effect of entropy. To this end, classical molecular dynamics atomistic simulations are used, utilizing force fields to describe the atomic interactions. An example where vdW-DF calculations were used to tune parts of such a force field is the study of DNA bases in aqueous solution adsorbed on Au(111), defining the new GolDNA-AMBER force field [311] . Using this vdW-DF derived potential they were able to map out the potential energy surface for the adsorption/desorption of DNA bases from the Au (111) surface (see figure 24) .
Naturally, given the societal benefits of understanding the interactions of biomolecules, either from a biological or technological perspective, it is expected that applications in this arena will surely increase in years to come. This is especially true, given advances in computers and algorithms that will allow for the study of materials on biologically relevant scales.
Dispersion interactions are ubiquitous and our understanding of them is still developing. As demonstrated in many recent applications, these forces are necessary not only for prototypical weakly bound systems, but also play a vital role in materials where they were traditionally thought of as negligible. As new methods, algorithms, and computational resources continue to develop and evolve, we expect to see methods that include these interactions becoming even more widely used.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Today's emphasis in computational materials science has shifted from semiconductors and metals to nanomaterials and biological materials. With this new emphasis, the standard tools of the past-LDA-and GGA-based DFT-often fall short because of the many low-density regions, i.e. van der Waals regions. Several pictures of van der Waals forces have been touched upon in this review, starting with the London picture and later continuing with the vdW-DF method which unifies these different pictures of vdW forces within a DFT framework derived from the coupling-constant integration of the adiabatic connection formula. The efforts to develop vdW-DF have been driven by the need for general purpose theoretical tools that can describe molecules, bulk materials, and surfaces on equal footing. To do so, we need to describe both dense and sparse electron systems.
For ground-state properties DFT has been used for half a century, yet only within the most recent decade has its applicability to sparse, and hence general matter, been significantly improved. There are many examples of systems where such methods are needed, far beyond those indicated in this review. With the aim of designing general-purpose methods, non-empirical criteria are preferable. vdW-DF is such a method, delivering simple yet accurate and robust functionals.
Initial vdW-DF developments focused on the nonlocal correlation. Contact had to be made with available vdW results at that time; typically the asymptotic behaviours of simple model systems. The ALL and related descriptions gave the correct R −6 , z −3 , and d −2 forms for model systems and simple formulas for the vdW parameters. These led to promising quantitative results. The later-developed vdW-DF0 and vdW-DF1 functionals further advanced the field with significant improvements in the description of vdW-bonded regions. The vdW-DF1, usually called vdW-DF, is in common use and has given many valuable results, especially for adsorbed molecules and bulk materials. Physically motivated by issues of overestimation of separations and underestimation of Hbond energies of small molecule and molecule-molecule interactions, vdW-DF2, with its update to the exchange energy and the nonlocal correlation energy, brought further enhancements.
More recently, the focus has switched to exchange with the purpose of improving performance and for internal consistency reasons. Issues related to the overestimation of separation distances were solved with new exchange variants paired with vdW-DF1. Modern variants to the exchange also provide a good account of systems beyond the vdW regime, such as covalent solids and systems with a mix of different binding characteristics, giving interaction energies that now approach chemical accuracy. For internal consistency, one could also use an exchange functional derived from the same plasmon-based model from which the nonlocal correlation energy was derived. The recent functional vdW-DF-cx stands out in its attempt to do so.
A major advance on the computational side was the move from slow, non self-consistent, in-house codes to stable, efficient, FFT-based codes implemented in mainstream DFT packages. Now, the many diverse and successful applications of the vdW-DF method have helped to paint a modern picture of van der Waals forces, where they play an essential role, even in systems traditionally thought to be dominated by ionic or covalent bonding.
The excellent performance for bulk systems for modern variants makes vdW-DF a contender for a spot in the standard repertoire of the contemporary materials scientist. There are phenomena and processes where the flexibility of DFT is called for: For instance, when the extended nature of the polarised electrons really matters, like for molecules on metal surfaces where the characteristics of the bulk and surface are drastically different; or for charge transfer and screening at, for example, grain boundaries. Catalytic processes on surfaces and in sparse matter, such as MOFs is yet another example.
As for the future of vdW-DF, a good starting point is to consider its weaknesses, as we see them. To begin with, current variants of vdW-DF lack spin and the explicit exchange mechanisms typical of hybrid functionals. Other issues include low accuracy for noble-gas dimers, incorrect asymptotic power laws of low-dimensional structures and metals, and d-and f -electron effects.
Spin properties can be introduced by extending the treatment through first-principle arguments. Like in the local spin density approximation, this means that up and down spins will be described by different potentials. Such a development will make it possible to describe, for instance, ionization potentials of atoms and molecules, and magnetic materials, which in fact are often bound by van der Waals forces.
The lack of hybrid features might be solved by attempting to apply arguments used to extend GGA. Hybrid functionals often only change the exchange. The fact that PW86r was chosen for vdW-DF2 because it mimics Hartree-Fock could be helpful in making such an extension.
For the future, higher accuracy will likely be obtainable for many physical effects. A possible solution for the problem of dealing with noble gases could be to carefully design a gap mechanism, like that in dielectric semiconductor models, and then possibly learn from the VV functionals. For the asymptotic behaviour of low-dimensional structures and metals possible solutions require updating the plasmon model to capture sophisticated manyparticle effects.
The ultimate solution would be to generalize the theory underlying the unified treatment in [53] , involving an explicit solution of the electrodynamics to smaller separations and to solve it efficiently. In fact, the vdW-DF0 attempts to do such a generalization, but for the very restrictred layered geometry and with an inaccurate plasmon model. Ultimately, strong connections with these earlier models would be extremely beneficial for the future development of vdW-DFs.
As more and more systems are revealed to be affected by van der Waals forces, we believe that vdW-DF could replace GGA. On the other hand, methods such as RPA and developments in that direction might replace vdW-DF for smaller-to-medium sized van der Waals bonded systems. However, bigger systems and time-dependent calculations will still require DFT-based methods. Nevertheless, new functionals within the vdW-DF family are expected to be derived or present variants may be extended (as mentioned, spin is currently being developed). It is also likely that vdW-DF will continue to inspire the development of other nonlocal correlation functionals that might capture additional physical effects or be specialized for particular kinds of systems.
If we dare to speculate, we believe that nonlocal correlation functionals will replace dispersion-corrected DFT in practical use. Nonlocal correlation functionals rest on firmer physical foundations, are more flexible, can be as fast as local and semi-local functionals and are available in all major codes. For systems outside the reach of DFT, force field methods will still have its place.
In conclusion, dispersion interactions are ubiquitous and our understanding of them is still developing. As demonstrated in many recent applications, these forces are necessary not only for prototypical weakly bound systems, but also play a vital role in materials where they were traditionally thought of as negligible. New systems for applying the vdW-DF method are probably bigger, more extensive, and sparser than today's materials and more often involve time-dependent phenomena. Disordered systems, liquids, systems with several length scales, systems with several kinds of competing interactions, and biological systems are cases of such systems. The vdW-DF method adheres to important conservation rules-a feature that has good potential for transferability and lays the foundation for broader conclusions about the capacity of the method. With positive results in test cases that can be seen as difficult and that cover a range of problems where interactions compete [109] , there is also potential for good performance for general problems. The vdW-DF method so far provides competitive density functionals for sparse matter and its robust and flexible formulation offers a promise for further improvements [66, 109] . As new methods, algorithms, and computational resources continue to develop and evolve, we expect to see methods that include these interactions becoming even more widely used. That said, there is truly an open playground ready to be explored-where dispersion interactions are no longer an afterthought, but a key interaction that must be understood.
